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Florida's Manual for

Applicants and Grantees

Title III

Elementary and Secondary Education Act

Revised October 1970

PART II--C

/--7 APPLICATION ron CONTINUATION GRANT

r7 .pin OF BUDGET PERIOD RVRT

MC RID OF PROJECT PI tIOD REPORT

OUTLINE FOR DEVELOPING NARRATIVF. SECTION

A. Project Identification

1. Name and Address of Agency

2. Project Number

3. Grant Number

4. Budget Period (Month, Day, Year)

B. A22Bagt211M129IAE02012:1

1. For operational activities, discuss the effect of the project

on the clientele by briefly stating the major objectives of

the project and the techniques used in evaluating the extent

to which these objectives were achieved. PACE project appli-

cants are required to provide projeCt evaluations.

2. For planning activities, attach one copy of the results of the

planning.

3. Briefly describe project endeavors in which the anticipated

results have exceeded expectations, and those in which results

h4ve not measured up to expectations.
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1. Report the effect of the project on the educational institution or

agency by discussing what you consider to be the greatest change

resulting from the project.

5. Report the effect of the project on the cooperating agencies by:

a. Listing all the community agencies that cooperated in the
project;

b. Discussing the results of such cooperation; and

c. Listing local educational agencies and counties which were served
by the project and indicate any changes since the -nitial appli-
cation.

6. Discuss how project information was disseminated and include such

information as:

a. The number of unsolicited reques%s for information;

b. The number of visitors from outside the project area; and

c. The estimated costs of such dissemination.

7. Describe the methods and procedures being developed to carry the

project forward without Federal support after the designated approval

period.

8. List costs for budget period this narrative report covers:

a. $ Total. Federal support under Title III,
P.L. 89-10

b. $ Total Federal support other than Title III,
P.L. 89-10

c. $ Total non-Federal support

d. $ Total cost

9. A copy of all materials used for purposes of dissemination are to be

compiled as a separate package and submitted with each continuation

grant application.
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1.0. Attach several 8" ). .1" . Jna1 photographs of project

activities. W. possii...le, activities involving students
should be show. A .1-, parat;raph describing the activity

depicted should b a' a, '.ed to each photograph.

11. Discuss ha.: recoloyn_datioils of the on-site evaluators have

been incorporated in the project. (See pp 21 and 22)
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PART I
STATISTICAL REPORT

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III, P.L. 0910, As Amended

CTION A GENERAL' PROJECT INFORMATION
REASON FOR SUBMISSION OF THIS FORM (Check One)

a. INITIAL APPLICATION FOR TITLE III GRANT
Planning Operational Resubmission

If ApplicaTitm for Operational Grant is preceded
by Planning Grant, give:

1. Grant No.

b.

c.

2. Period: From 7/1A68 To 8/31/71

First SecondAPPLICATION FOR CONTINUATION GRANT
M END OF PROJECT REPORT

Project Number 68-06004-0 and 060042

PROJECT TITLE (5 Words or Less)

DOVACK Method for Teaching Reading

MArlOR DESCRIPTIO%di

A.

B.

Check one category et-- ft tett
describes yo..ir prawet If cat...,
not apply, chet.k Nta

a. fl Central City
b. Geographtcalie
c. Pro;ntrns for Liirt(3:*.i

Pre.Kinden:artn
e. 0 Progfatns for lian.ic.,;,;
f. Not Applicabie

HoffExemplary t t notateee ii Servers

NAME OF APPLICANT (Local Education Agency)

3efferson County School Board

ADDRESS (Number, Street, City, State, Zip Code)

P. 0. Box 499
Monticello, Florida 32344

6. NAME OF 'COUNTY
Jefferson

7. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
2

NAME OF PROJECT DIRECTOR

Mrs. Florine L. Way

1. NAME OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO
RECEIVE GRANT (Please typo)

Desmond M. Bishop

T9. ADDRESS (Number, Street, City, Zip Code)

P. 0. Box 3205
Tallahassee, Florida 32303

11. ADDRESS (Number, Street, City, Zip Code)

P. 0. Box 499
Monticello, Florida 32344

PHONE NUMBER
224-6241

AREA CODE
904

PHONE NUMBER
997-2022

AREA CODE

904

!. POSITION OR TITLE

Superintendent of Schools

hereby certify that the information contained in this appli-
tion is, to the 'best of my knowledge, correct and the

:MATURE OF BERSOP AUTHORIZED-J-0 RECEIVrtRANT7 ...
0:.7, .....11':"' /

';'''' ':-.r.r.:"...>": 41..."."741...
i.,*.r..vc:-.....".:::......i.k,lors: " 0 ' ,..14;;;,

-....

Project Number 'Cdedlty Codeus Space For
S Use Only

local educational agency named above Ea:, autborind me tr...
its representative to file this applicat!or:.

DATE SUBMTi TED

6/72

Congressional District Fiscal Year
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13. MAINTENANCE OF FISCAL EFFORT , AVERAGE PER PUPIL ADA / / OR ADM / / EXPEND. OF NON-
FEDERAL FUNDS

a. SECOND PRECEDING YEAR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE
b. PRECEDING YEAR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,70

30,1969 S 567.00
S 575.00

c. ESTIMATED CURRENT BUDGETED EXPENDITURES FISCAL
ENDING JUNE 30,

YEAR
$ 792.82

14. LIST THE NUMBER OF EACH CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT SERVED

15. TOTAL NUMBER OF LEA'S SERVED

2 3.

SECTION R TITLE III BUDGET SUMMARY FOR PROJECT

1

MY1....

PREVIOUS
OE GRANT NUMEIER

BEGINNING DATE
gefOotkYczri

ENDING DATE
Mfootk Year/

FUNDS

RECUESTEO

initial Application or

Resubmission
1968

June 30,
1's9 67 000.00____________ __Jul

Nwiemion for First
Continuation Grant July 1, 1969

June 30
1970 67,000.00

c Application for Second
Continuation Grant July 1, 1970

Aug. 31

1971 70,000.00

d. Total Tide RI Funds
$204,000.00_____

2. COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ONLY IF THIS PROJECT INCLUDES CONSTRUCTION, IMPROVEMENTS
TO SITES, REMODELING, OR LEASING OF FACILITIES FOR WHICH Title III FUNDS ARE REQUESTED.
LEAVE BLANK IF NOT APPROPRIATE.
TYPE OF FUNCTION
a. REMODELING (S2.000 or less)
b. CONSTRUCTION (over S2,000)
c. LEASING
d. IMPROVEMENTS TO SITES

TITLE III FUNDS REQUESTED
S
$
S

SECTION C TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL. AND PROJECT PARTICIPANTS ALL PROJECTS ACTIVE IN FISCAL YEAR
TEACHERS EN-

TOTALS
GAGED IN
INSERVICE
TRAINING

..

1.

1968-1968 - 1970-7'
PRE-

K
KINDER-
GARTEN

GRADES
1-8

GRADES
7-12

OUT OF
SCH OOL
YOUTH

ADULTS
(exclude
teachers)

a. School
Enrollment
in Geo-
graphic
Ares Served

("Public 588 4491 3527
(Non.

public

b. Parsons
Peal-
cipet.
In pro-
Oct

("Public 0 j 38 319 34
(Non-

public 0

Mtiot

Enrolled 0 0 0 0

8606

391,

0

2

2. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS BY ETHNIC GROUPS (applicable to figures given In Sec. CIb.)

White Negro

--b.
American

Indian
Puerto
Rican

Oriental Mexican
American

Other
(Specify)

TOTAL

40 351
__---

0

----
0 0, 0 0 391

*See table at the end of this section for the pupil participation

during the three yeaks by year, grade, race, and sex.
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ION C (CONTINUED)

RURAL/URBAN DISTRIBUTION Or PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPANTS RURAL METRO; "YLITAN AREA

FARM 'NON -FARM
CENTRAL-CIT'.

LOW-SOCIO.F.00:1..
AREA

1:11 R

fti1L
CI I Y

OTIIER
URBAN

Percent of Total Number
Served (Bused on Total
Number in Sec. C lb .)

60% 40
ION I.) - TITLE 111 PROJECE STAFF - ALL PPOJECTS ACTIVE DURING FISCAL

PERSONNEL PAID BY TITLE III FUNDS

TYPE OF PAID
PERSONNEL

Reg. Staff Assigned to Project New Staff Hired For Project
........

NUMBER
FULL-
TIME

rART:riNIE TOTAL FULL
TIME EQUIV.

(Col 2+4)

NO.
FULL
TIME

PART-TIME TOTAL FULL..
TIME EQUIV.

(Col 61S)

NO. OP
PERSONS FIE

NO. OF
PERSONS PTE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (S) (9)
ADMINISTRATION/
SUPERVISION 1 1 1
TEACHER: W

MINI
(a) Pre-Kindergarten
.,(b) Kindergarten
(c) Grades 1-6 NEM
(d) Grades 7-12
'(e) Other

SUBJECT- MATTER
SPECIALISTS (Artists
Scientists, Musicians

::etc.)

1

.

.
.

TECIINICIANS (Audio.
visual, Computer
'Specialists, etc.)

PUPIL PERSONNEL
[WORKERS (Counselors,
Social Workers,
?sycliologists,
tAttendance Workers)

MEDICAL AND PSYCH.
!PERSONNEL

(RESEARCHERS,
(EVALUATORS

11)LANNERS AND DEVELOP

!DISSEMINATORS (Writer
1.3tibl Rel Personnel,

editors, etc.)
.

)then Professional

'ara-Professional,
reacher Aides, etc. 4 4 4
)11m Non-Prof.
Cler., Bus Drivers,
f tc.)
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PART 11-C

END OF PROJECT PERIOD REPORT

NARRATIVE SECTION

A. Project Identification

1. Name and Address of Agency

The DOVACK Method for Teaching Reading

The Jefferson County School Board

Desmond M. Bishop, Superintendent

Box 499, Monticello, Florida, 32344

Florine L. Way, Project Director

P. O. Box 3205, iallahassee, Florida, 32303

2. Project Number

68-06004-0 and 060042

3. Grant Number

OEG-4-87060040-0069-056 and OEG-5-060040-0069

4. Budget Period

.July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969

July 1, 1969 - June 30, 1970

July 1, 1970 - June 30, 1971

July 1, 1971 - August 31, 1971
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PART II-C NARRATIVE SECTION

B. A Review of Project Activities
1. For operational acETAties, discuss the effect of

project on the clie-ritele by briefly stating the major ob-
jectives of the project and the technique= used in evalu-
ating tie extent to which these objectives were achieved.

The reader who is not familiar with DOVACK is advised

to read the literature in the Attachment to Appendix B,

especially the article by this writer (Way, 1970) entitled,

"The 'Language Experience' Approach in Teaching Reading -

Computerized," which appeared in the September 1970 issue

of Computers and Automation, and the brochure prepared for

ED/fair '72.

This section contains-PROJECT OBJECTIVES, techniques

for evaluating each projeCt objective, and CONCLUSIONS.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The major project objectives were to field test and

perfect the DOVACK System for its (A) adaptability to the

populations' for which it was designed, (R) effectiveness

in meeting the educational goal and objectives stated for

it, and (C) economic feasibility for use on a large scale.
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(A) Adaptability

The first project objective was to field test and

perfect the DOVACK System for its adaptability for use

with beginning readers, severely retarded readers, and

adult illiterates.

The adaptability of DOVACK for use with the follow-

ing populations was field tested: (1) beginning readers

in Kindergarten and first grade; and (2) retarded readers

in second, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades.

The field testing with Kindergarten pupils was mainly

to make a subjective assessment of the feasibility of using

DOVACK with that age group and to develop techniques for

adapting DOVACK to that population.

The field testing with the other populations was to

assess the feasibility of using The DOVACK System with

those populations; to field test the computer software and

hardware, and the production/systems support; to field

test the use of dictation equipment; and to field test and

perfect the teaching strategies that are necessary for the

implementation of DOVACK with those populations.

Evaluation of adaptability

The criteria for assessing the effectiveness of DOVACK

in meeting the educational objectives (see below) were

applied, when appropriate, to each of those populations.
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It was not possible during the project to field test

the use of DOVACK with adult illiterates. This is not con-

sidered a major omission. This writer designed and devel-

oped DOVACK while she was teaching experimental classes of

adult illiterates at a federal prison (Way, 1965)* during

which she had the benefit of the subjective evaluative

comments of the inmate pupils.

(B) Effectiveness

The second project objective was to field test and

perfect The DOVACK System for meeting the educational ob-

jectives stated for it. Inherent in all of the educa-

tional objectives for DOVACK is the aim of enhancing the

self-image of each pupil. The goal is that given the oppor-

tunity to participate in a DOVACK class, each pupil will

develop (1) skill in manipulating his equipment and mate-

rials, (2) independent and self-pacing study habits, (3)

favorable attitudes toward reading, and (4) proficiency in

word recognition, word attack skills, and in general read-

ing achievement.

Educational Objectives

Educational Objective 1 (Psychomotor):- Each pupil

who participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate skill

in manipulating his own equipment and materials.

Educational Objective 2 (Affective):- Each pupil

who participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate that

he is independent and self-pacing in his study habits.

*See Appendix B for DOVACK References. See the Attachment
to Appendix B for copies of literature about DOVACK.
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Educational Objective 3 (Affective):- Each pupil

who participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate favor-

able attitudes toward reading.

Educational Objective 4 (Cognitive):- Each pupil

who participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate pro-

ficiency in word recognition, word attack skills, and in

general reading achievement.

Evaluation of Effectiveness

An Evaluation Supplement is contained in the Attach-

ment to Appendix B.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of The DOVACK System

in achieving the educational objectives stated for it was

in five areas: (1) Soft data from subjective judgment,

observation, photographs grid film. (2) Hard data from

standardized tests, although some of these were considered

inappropriate. (3) Hard data from each pupil's Rate of

Learning his own new words as demonstrated by his perform-

ance on the DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary Recognition

(DRSVR) Tests. (4) Hard data on estimated readibility

levelsof dictations. (5) Hard data on Vocabulary Usage.
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(1) Soft data from subjective judgment, observations,

photographs, slides, film, and visiting evaluators. These

data were obtained from staff observation and judgment;

daily process evaluation of individual performance in the

classroom; entries in the schedules for on-site evaluation;

written comments in the Visitor's Register by visiting

educators; from graphic representations; and from written

judgments expressed by professional evaluators under con-

tract with the USOE and with ESEA Title III. See especially

Section II-C, B, 10; Section II-C, B, 11; Appendix A; Appen-

dix B; and the Attachment to Appendix B; and especially the

Evaluation Supplement that is contained in the Attachment

to Appendix B.

(2) Hard data from standardized tests although some

of these were considered inappropriate. These data were

collected as a bow to convention (see Evaluation Supplement

in Attachment to Appendix B). Tests administered in the

county-wide testing program were analyzed. California Test

Bureau's California Achievement Tests were used for first

grades; CTB's Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills for the

other grades. Results of the latter are of questionable

reliability and validity because they were administered on

the grade levels of the pupils instead of on their perform-

ance levels. Twelve tables have been compiled to show

Analyses of Variance on results of the 12 tests on CTBS for

the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades. Approximately
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120 tables and figures have been compiled on results of

the CAT tests in the first grade. The latter include, for

DOVACK and Control, by claSs, for each test, Analyses of

Variance and Multiple Rlnge Tests; and for each test, by

class', race, and sex, cumulative per cent tables and

figures.

(3) Hard data from each pupil's Rate of Learning his

own new words as demonstrated by his performance on the

DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary Recognition (DRSVR) Tests.

The DRSVR tests (6-day, 36-day, 72-day, and 108-day) and

Reports, for which the design and specifications were written

by this writer, are two of the facets of DOVACK that make

this system unique. The DRSVR Tests are computer-compiled

and computer-printed from each pupil's own word banks and

records. Sixty-six tables and figures have been compiled

to reveal the findings. These include cumulative per cent

tables and figures showing by grade, race, and sex, the

Rate of Learning on the 6-day DRSVR Tests and on the cumu-

lative 36-day, 72-day, and 108-day DRSVR Tests; and appli-

cation of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test to the Rate of Learn-

ing data by grade and by DRSVR Test, to test differences,

in performance due to sex. The DRSVR Tests and Reports

are used for process evaluation of each pupil's criterion-

referenced performance and for product evaluation. These

data are the most valuable hard data collected during the

field tests. The data collection techniques are valuable

tools for further research on a large scale without
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interfering with the classroom work.

(4) Data on estinwted readibility level of Wctations.

Fry's formulaic' was used to obtain the estimates.

(5) Hard data on Vocabulary Usage. The technique for

collecting these data was designed into DOVACK. The data

are unique. The Vocabulary Usage data include all of the

words dictated during the two full years of the project

(except for some of the Kindergarten children). The data

structure for the printout shows each word categorized by

the number of users and the frequency of use, and by grade,

race, and sex. Various combinations of the data can be re-

trieved. They are stored on magnetic tape until time and

money are available for analyzing them, for comparing them

with data collected on words in published books, and for

preparing the categorized lists for. publication and/or

for printout by request. The techniques for collecting

these data are also valuable for further research on a

large scale without interfering with the classroom work.

*Edward Fry, "A Readibility Formula That Saves Time,"
Journal of Readin , Volume 11, Number 7 (p. 513-516,
575+ April, 19
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(C) Economic Feasibility

The third project objective was to field test and

perfect The DOVACK System fcr economic feasibility for

use on a large scale.

Evaluation of economic feasibility

Data were collected on the cost of using DOVACK with

the small number of pupils that were included in the Monti-

cello project. Each year of the project, the per pupil

cost was reduced. The per pupil cost should be reduced

even more when larger numbers of pupils are served from

one computer using the same programming support, production

support, and systems support.

Essential units will be considered here. During the

last year of the project: (1) Two teachers and four aides

served 202 pupils. (For calculations, this will be rounded

to 200.) This is a ratio of pupil to adult of approxi-

mately 33/1. (2) The average CP (computer central pro-

cessing) time per pupi]. per month was fifty seconds. If

that is rounded to one minute, the CP cost per pupil per

month on the Control Data 6400 computer is approximately

$2.50. To approximate the human support time for the com-

puter, double that figure. Peripheral equipment and ser-

vices are optional - except for first grade and below - so.

peripheral costs are not included here. (3) Thirty-seven

Dictaphones were used by the pupils, aides, and teachers.

At a long-term lease-purchase cost of approximately $16.00
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per month per machine, this amounts to approximately

$3.00 per month per pupil. (4) Three key punch machines

were used to prepare the input for the computer. At

approximately $77.00 per month, this is an average cost

of approximately $1.16 per pupil per month if the machines

have to be leased especially for use with DOVACK. (5) Mis-

cellaneous supplies would perhaps amount to less than a

dollar per month per pupil.
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It is impossible to estimate the cost per pupil in

any school system without knowing the circumstances, com-

puter services and equipment available, personnel, etc.

There are many options available for using DOVACK - options

in classroom use, options in eauipment use, options in

input/output devices, etc.

In most large school systems, the only extra cost for

using DOVACK would be in paying for the workshops, in-

service training, and fees for educational and technical

consultants. A simple reallocation of resources would pro-

bably take care of most of the other expense for DOVACK.

For example, since DOVACK computer work is independent of

class time, the programs can be run on the school system's

computer at odd hours. For another example, teachers can

use DOVACK in their classrooms.

DOVACK would not be economically feasible nor opera-

tionally feasible for use by a small school system alone.

The small school system, however, could obtain money to

have a peripheral link with tilt. computer serving a large

school system, paying its pro rata share of the cost per

pupil. Several small counties could have peripheral links

with a central computer, each paying its us rata share of

the cost.

In order for DOVACK to be educationally feasible, it

is necessary to have leavening-typ workshops for the

teachers and aides; and to have some in-service training.
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Hopefully, the supervisors and principals would attend

part of the workshops so that their understanding and

support can be assured.

This writer expects to have a team available for

educational and technical consulting to facilitate adop-

tion and adaptation procedures. A plan for such a team

effort is contained in Section II-C, B, 2.

L..
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CONCLUSIONS

Evaluation of the effectiveness of The DOVACK System

in achieving the educational objectives stated for it was

conducted in five areas. Evaluation of the economic feasi-

bility of DOVACI was considered in units of essentials. All

of these are discussed in detail along with basic assump-

tions, tables and figures, and references to the litera-

ttlre in the full evaluation report that is being prepared.

This writer extracted some of the representative data

to present in the "Evaluation Supplement to the Brochure

Prepared for ED/fair '72." That paper is contained in the

Attachment to Appendix B. Two sets of conclusions are in-

cluded in that paper, extracted from the conclusions pre-

sented in the full evaluation report: (1) Five areas of

evaluation, and (B) Adoption of the DOVACK System. For

the convenience of the reader, the two sets of Conclusions

are repeated on the three following pages in this section.
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(A) Five areas of evaluation

(1) The soft data from subjective judgment and observation
of pupils, parents, aides, professional educators, and
professional evaluators are overwhelmingly favorable to The
DOVACK System. Written documents supporting these evaluations
include comments in the Visitors Register; brochure, booUet,
and listing by the American Institutes for Research; articles
by visiting authors; and written evaluations by professional
evaluators for ESEA Title III. Film and photographic
evidence are available.

(2) No definitive general conclusions can be inferred from
the standardized test. data because of the small sample sizes,
the experimental field-testing situation, the atypicality of
the population, the probable inappropriatenesf, of some of the
standardized tests especially on the intermediate level; and
the impossibility of controlling certain crucial variables.

However, it can be concluded that a population that is
mainly rural, black, and disadvantaged, with dialectical and
cultural differences, from a county that has been federally
designated "poverty-level" need not necessarily be the popula-
tion that scores below the national norm on standardized tests.

There is implied evidence that the way the DOVACK composite
stories are used in The DOVACK System is effective in teaching
standard English for alternative and situational usage; and
in helping to make the transition from DOVACK to conventional
reading materials.

13

(3) By their performance on the DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary
Recognition (DRSVR) Tests, pupils proved that they can learn to
recognize in isolation the words that they have dictated in
context.

14
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There is implied evidence that the DOVACK way of teaching skills
for word attack and word recognition is effective.

Performance in learning to recognize words is not necessarily clueto sex when the words were dictated in context by the pupilsthemselves.

The DOVACK System can be used effectively in teaching first gradepupils who are grouped heterogeneously.

(4) The readability level of instructional materials for a
first-grade population that is mainly rural, black, and dis-
advantaged, with dialectical and cultural differences, from a
county that has been federally designated "poverty-level" neednot necessarily be confined to first-grade level when the
instructional materials for those pupils are produced by the
pupils themselves in The DOVACK System.

There is implied evidence that teachers in the intermediate
grades need to spend much time with pupils who are severely
retarded in reading in order to help them expand their experiences -both real and vicarious - to help the pupils extend their
vocabularies and to develop their ability to express themselvesorally.

(5) When the pupils order and dictate their own instructional
waterials, they do not necessarily use the words that are on their
grade level in the conventional trade books and text books. Thisneeds further investigation by comparing the dictated words fromthe project populations with the most recent categorized word listsof published materials.

(B) Adoption of The DOVACK System

(1) It is necessary for the teachers and aides who will
use The DOVACK System to participate in workshops conducted by thiswriter and/or.by teacher-consultants who have successfully
used The DOVACK System under the direction of this writer.

(2) Good teachers, with DOVACK workshop experience, and with
appropriate' support (administrative/equipment/services) who make
appropriate use of The DOVACK System, should be able to overcome
many of the problems that plague educators in teaching standard
English; in teaching initial and remedial reading; and in unifyingthe teaching of content with the languasfe arts.

15

Au-
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(3) In order to adopt The TYTAMSystem, acio have it
work successfully, thnre r :tn r a reallocation of resources:
(a) DOVACK workshops can be cenducLed for the teach::is and aids:;
who are already in the school system. (b) Since the com;)uter
work for DWACK is in. wnd:rit of class tiill, the computer ser-
vices can be perform z.lv, till., day or ni.(:ht. The sam.-.! comf.utcr
facilities and services call )x for dii-F.crent populatinns in
different locations. (c) Equipnt (i.e. Cictation machines,
input/output machines) can be used during the day for r.ublic
school pupils and for aaelinistrative purposes; anl cell be used in
the evening for adult illiterates. (d) A specia purpose
reallocation of resources might be for teaching illiterate prison
inmates. There, literate inmates can serve as add:Is.

(4) The DOVhCK System, when appropriately used on a larfj ..Lcalu
over a long period of tine, should produce cost-offecti re::ults.

...

16 .
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2. For planning activities, attach one copy of the
results of the planning.

This if.; riot applicable because all of the plans were

rejected.

However, this writer believes that the conditions that

caused the, rejection are general conditions that need to be

corrected. She has therefore prepared a brief paper en-

titled "Proposed Plan for. Handling Federal Support of

Original Prograns." This paper is contained in the next

pages and is followed by a proposed specific application

of the plan for DOVACK entitled "DOVACK Demonstration-

Diffusion Center."
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Mrs, Fin,ir.o L. Way
DOVACK

P. 0. Box 3205
Tallahassee. Florida 32303

Proposed Plan for Handling Federal
Support of Original Programs

by Florine Ir. Woy

jntroduetion 1 4

Tnis writer. bellevves an ESEA Title 111 and appreciates the
special service that it performs for education. It is
therefore as an :1.1V OePt0 of ESEA litle 113 and a friendly
critic that she erects attention to a disastrous flaw in
the program and proposes a solution to eliminate the flaw.

The disastrous flaw is in the way of handling federal
support of original programs - that is; oricrinal programs
as distinuished from programs that are simply innovative
for a particular LEA. Under the present ESEA Title 111
plan which exists in reality and is accepted PS de feto
policy by other funding agents it is possible for an
original program to be denied continued existence by virtue
of its success.

The purpose of the proposed plan is threefold; (1) so tivIt
original programs that offer viable alternative solutions to
persistent educational problems that are common to many
school systems will not be lost to education; (2) so that
creative human energy and government money will not be need-
lessly dissipated when an original program reaches signifi-
cance and magnitude that preclude the possibility of total
operational and financ ial support on the local level; and
(3) so that the LEA can continue to have the benefit of the
original program by paying its pro rata share of the cost.

Parenthetical comr:ent

It will be obvious to those who know about DOVACK that this is
the original program the writer has in mind in proposing the
following plan. However, there must be other original pro-
grams that either have or will suffer the same fate as DOVACK
unless help, such as that outlined below, is provided by the
USOE.

DOVACK was originated, designed, and developed by this writer
on her own time while she was teaching an experimental class
for adult illiterates at a federal prison. Computer support
for her design was developed at FSU's Computing Center, Dr.
E. P. Miles, Jr., Director. Field testing of The DOVACK
System in Jefferson County; Florida, was funded by ESEA Title
113, 1968-69 -- 1970-71, DOVACK was evaluated by the American
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Institutes for Research - under contract with the USOE - and
was included by AIR as one of 34 ledelFroaralljp_in Childhood
Education and as one of 17 Medel_Pr.egrams DOVACK
has received highest ratings -"excellent" and "of national
significance" - by other independent professional evaluators;
has had inquiries and visitors from 34 other counties in Flori-
da, more than forty other states, eight other countries; etc.
No money is available to continue the program. The Ford Founda-
tion, for example, has a policy of not even reviewing a project
that has been funded by ESEA Title 111 and not continued by the
LEA.

The pr. plan

(1) At the time of funding by ESEA Title 111, make a clear dis-
tinction between the projects that are field testing an original
program and projects that are field teating a program that is
innovative for a particular LEA.

(2) Continue to encourage the LNA to phase in, as federal funds
are phased out, financial support for an adopted or adapted in-
novation that proves successful and feasible for local needs.

(3) Discontinue the expectation that the LEA phase in financial
support for any more than its pro rOL=1.share of the cost of an
original program that proves successful and has potential for
meeting national (arid or international) needs as well as for
local needs,

(4) Establish a monitoring evaluation policy on the federal
level (the monitoring to be conducted either by the USOE or by
a contracted agency such as AIR), The agency would monitor,
during the second and third (and perhaps a fourth) year, the
relatively few programs in the nation that are field testing
original programs.

(5) If the original program proves to be useful in solving
local problems but is not of national significance, the LEA
would decide whether or not to continue funding the project
when federal funds are phased out. If the original program
proves to be a failure, it would be phased out and the report
published so that others would not cover the sane ground and
make the same mistakes, No stigma would be attached to the
failure.

(6) Establish criteria for the monitoring agency to use in
its evaluation to judge whether or not the original program is
of national significance and worthy of diffusion on a large
scale. The criteria might be the following: (a) Are the edu-
cational objectives stated for the original program of suffi-
cient depth, scope, and relevance to warrant serious consideration?
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(b) Are the criteria for evaluatirg the objectives appropriate
and applicable? (c) Does the original program address itself
to solving persistent educational problems that are national
in scope and common to many school systems? (d) Is this ori-
ginal program effective in meeting the educational objectives
stated for it? (e) Is this original program adaptable to pop-
ulations in other sections of the country? (f) Is this origi-
nal program exportable to other sections of the country if
appropriate facilities are available to expedite the exportation
procedure? (g) Would this original program be econcmically
feasible and cost-effective for LEAs to adopt and /or adapt to
their local situations if their financial responsibility for it
is confined to paying their pro r.ta share of the cost?

(7) If the original program meets the first six criteria,
the monitoring agency would do the administrative work involved
in obtaining appropriate funds from either federal sources and/or
private foundations for the establishment of a demonstration-
diffusion center and would assure the administrative and finan-
cial support for operating the center. This demonstration-dif-
fusion center would (a) conduct on-site workshops for teachers
who are going to use the program, (b) furnish technical help
to user. LEAs to assist in adopting and/or adapting the program
to their local needs, (c) furnish teacher consultants for site
visitations and in-service b;aining. The user LEAs would ob-
tain the money to pay for thee services.

(8) The demonstration diffusion center could be located in
any convenient place. If it is located in the county in which

. it was originally field-tested, that county would be expected
to pay only its pro rata share of the cost for its pupils.
Each participating LEA would be expected to pay only its pro-
rata share of the cost for its pupils.

(9) The umbrella operating costs and administrative responsibi-
lity (e.g. salary of the educational director, administrative
assistant, technical assistants, ete) would be absorbed by the
funds obtained as noted in (7) above.

(10) The above plan can be accomplished with no extra cost by
a reallocation of resources within the USOE. For exemple, a
relatively simple computer program could be designed to store
and retrieve information on demand to keep each segment of the
USOE informed of what the other segments are doing about a par-
ticular program in the areas of financial support, monitoring,
evaluation, dissemination, continuation, and diffusion.

Conclusion

ESEA Title 111 is certainly one of the finest programs in the
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USOE, especially 3n its willingness to fund innovative and
original programs. However; human creative energy and gov-
ernment money are being dissipated with tragic loss to edu-
cation because of failure to provide the means for contin-
uing effective, adaptable, and economically feasible programs
of national significance that are of such magnitude that they
cannot be supported on a local level for more than the Inn's
pro raLa share of the cost and administrative responsibility.
The proposed Dian outlined above would provide the means for
the LEA and other LEAs in the nation to assume responsibility
for only their pro rat share of the cost. The MOB would
provide the umbrella support for obtaining financial support
and for the administration of the denonstration-diffusion
centers for use on a national (and/or international) scale.

The proposed plan involves the reallocation of USOE adminis-
trative and financial resources, not the expenditure of addi-
tional money.
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DOVACK Demonstration-Diffusion Center

DOVACK is more than just a way of teaching reading -

important as that is. DOVACK is a way of living in the

classroom. It should he an integral part of the total

curriculum for use with the pupils for whom it was designed.

DOVACK was designed by this writer for large-scale use.

It is not the kind of program that a school system can just

say, "We want to use DOVACK," and start using it.

The following is a proposed plan for a specific appli-

cation for DOVACK of the "Proposed Plan for Handling Fed-

eral Support of Original Programs."

The ideal arrangement would be for this writer to have

the financial backing to direct (with a competent adminis-

trative assistant) a DOVACK Demonstration-Diffusion Center.

This center would serve three main purposes: (a) It would

be a-model to demonstrate various ways in which DOVACK can

be used effectively. (b) It would be a training center in

which this writer can train teacher-consultants and aide-

consultants for on-site workshops and for traveling to other

sites to conduct workshops and in-service training. (c) It

would be a center from which a team can be sent to help

school systems adopt and/or adapt DOVACK to their needs.

This team would consist of an educational consultant (this

writer and/or a teacher-consultant that she has trained);

an aide-consultant that this writer and the scientific
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computer programmer have train0d; the scientific com-

puter programm?r; and the business-administrative agent.

A brief example of the way in which the DOVACK Demon -

stration-Dif fusion Center might worh is the fol3owing.

Assume the center has already started. This writer

has trained the teachers so that demonstration classes are

operating under different kinds of conditions for beginning

readers, severely retarded readers, and adult illiterates.

(Later, classes will be added for using DOVACK in Spanish

and in other foreign languages.)

A brochure is prepared describnq the services of the

center, cost estimates for using DOVACK, etc.

Pertinent information about the more than 600 educators

who have expressed interest in DOVACK by visitations, written

inquiries, and telephone calls, has been coded onto computer

cards.

As a starter, the descriptive brochures are sent to 10

of the interested educators.

The XYZ School System calls that they are interested in

exploring the possibility of adopting DOVACK as part of their

curriculum. The DOVACK business-administrative agent es-

timates the cost of consulting services for two days for the

presentations and exploratory conferences by the DOVACK team.

Perhaps the XYZ School System has already sent a group to

visit the DOVACK Demonstration-Diffusion Center.

The DOVACK team goes to the XV School System.
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The educational consultant makes a presentation to all

of the people who might be involved in using DOVACK and in

making decisions about using it. (At first, this writer will

make the presentations. She will gradually train teacher-

consultants who can make the presentation which consists of

the film, slide talk, transparencies, and the extremely im-

portant question and answer sessions and discussions with

the entire group and with small groups.)

The scientific computer programmer for DOVACK confers

with the computer specialists in the XYZ School System who

control the programming/production/systems support. (If

the XYZ School System already has a Control Data 6000 series

or an IBM 360 series computer, this will possibly he the

only consulting session necessary for the computer special-

ists. Others will probably need additional consultation

to help with the conversion.)

The aide-consultant confers with teacher-aides in the

XYZ School'System and answers questions; shows samples of

the kinds of work required; and perhaps demonstrates if facil-

ities are available.

The business-administrative agent confers with the

specialists in federal-state relations, budget, AV equipment,

grantsmanship, etc.

The educational consultant has small-group sessions

with the teachers who will be involved, and with the super-

visors, principals, and curriculum specialists.
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Then a policy conference between the DOVACK team and

representatives of the teachers, the aides, the budget

specialists, the federal-state relations and grantsmanship

specialists, and the decision-makers is he)d to discuss the

educational, operational, and economic feasibility of

adopting DOVACK. At that time, if the decision is rade to

adopt DOVACK, plans will be made to implement the adoption

procedures according to the needs of that school system.

These plans will include the kinds of workshops, in-service

training, and consultation visitations that will be needed;

the kinds of services needed (if any) for converting the

DOVACK programs to the XYZ coirputer system; the desirable

level of reallocation of resources within the school system,

etc. Decisions will be made about performance expected,

evaluation procedures, etc.

Then a contract can be drawn and the implementation

procedures started. The XYZ and other participating school

systems will be expected to reallocate their own financial

resources and/or to obtain funds from external sources to

implement the plans.

There are certain professional perquisites that this

writer would expect for the DOVACK Demonstration-Diffusion

Center from participating school systems. She would expect

to have access to the data collected especially on the Rate

of Learning and the Vocabulary Usage which are unique fea-

tures of DOVACK. These data, collected from different

populations in different sections of the country can be
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invaluable in interdisciplinary research. Additional

funds would be obtained to defray the cost of analyzing

these data.

This is not the place to go into detail. This just

gives a brief indication of how the adoption of DOVACK

might be facilitated, and of how the problem of philosoph-

ical isolation might be precluded.
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3. Briefly describe project endeavors in which the
anticipated results have exceeded expectations, and those
iii which results have not measured un to expectations.

Project endeavors in which the anticipated results
have exceeded expectations.

The project endeavors in which the anticipated results

have exceeded expectations are in five categories: (1)

Staff response. (2) Pupil response. (3) Racial rapport.

(4) Data collection and technique: or data collection. and

(5) Interest and recognition.

(1) E"-.aff response

The staff consisted of six black women: two teachers

and four aides from the community. They were able to absorb

the DOVACK philosophy and to learn the skills, techniques,

and strategies that enabled them to use DOVACK effectively..

They "kept their cool" under circumstances that were often

difficult. (For example, there were sometimes as many as

twenty-five visitors at one time. There were photographers

and a cinematographer making graphic records of them in

normal situations.)

The teachers and aides were adaptable, dedicated, and

competent. There had been predictions by others that class-

room teachers and aides, especially rural blacks, could not

learn to use a sophisticated systems approach to teaching.

By their performance, these women proved such a position

untenable.
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(2) Pupil response

This writer was proud to take any visitors from any-

where to observe th.?. DO\MCK classes at any time. (When one

visitor asked a DOVACK teacher, "What do you do with your

discipline problems?" she rflwered, "WHAT discipline problems?")

By their performance, pupils proved untenable the notion

that rural black disadvantaged pupils must always be the ones

who score below the national norm on standardized tests. By

their performance, pupils proved untenable the predictions by

others that these rural black disadvantaged pupils "would tear

up the machinery," "can't become self-directing," "can't

learn to work independently," "will be discipline problems,"

"can't learn to recognize those hard words they dictate,"

"can't learn to read that material they (,.ctate that is far

above their grade level," etc., etc.

Although no generalizations can be inferred from the re-

sults of the Monticello field tests because of the sample size,

the experimental situation, and the atypicality of the popula-

tion, this writer has the conviction that if success has been

achieved with some rural black disadvantaged pupils under cer-

tain conditions that success can be achieved again with other

rural black disadvantavcd pupils and with other Eopulations

when those certain conditions are replicated. As Robert

Merton wrote, "A single success proves it can be done. There-

after, it is necessary only to learn what made it work."*

*Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, New
York: Free Press, 1957. P. 436.
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The reader is referred to Section II-C, B, 1 and to the

Evaluation Supplement in the Attachment to Appendix B for a

discussion of the evaluation; to Appendix A for quotations

from visiting educators; to the literature in the Attach-

ment to Appendix B; to Section II-C, B, 10 for annotated photo-

graphs of pupils achieving certain educational objectives; to

Section II-C, B, 11, for comments by professional evaluators;

and to the film, "The DOVACK System," to view the pupils at

work in DOVACK classes. The reader is also referred to Sec-

tion II-C, B, 4.

(3) Racial rapport

Under the able leadership of the superintendent, the

supervisors, and with the cooperation of the teachers, many

deliberate and concientious efforts were made in the county

to achieve racial rapport and to dispel the stereotyped,

negative ethnic images that existed and were observed and re-

corded by the TAP committee. This writer believes that the

DOVACK project helped a great deal in this effort.

In order to appreciate the situation, one needs to under-

stand thiS part of the Deep South which has a predominantly

black population, where there has always been vertical segre-

gation; where there has been paternalistic white supremecist

leadership; where there has been the benevolent conviction

that "our colored people need to be taken care of" because of

their "inborn inferiority," "low moral standards," "shift-

lessness," etc.
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It was therefore with a deep sense of personal pride

that this writer, a Deep South white woman, introduced visitors

to her all-black staff in this showcase project and observed

the admiration of the visitors - black and white, VIPs and

lesser folk, southern and non-southern - as they observed these

black women working harmoniously with both black and white stu-

dents. They worked with poise, self-confidence, and profi-

ciency, and with obvious enjoyment.

(4) Data collection and techniques for data collection

Since 1965, this writer has persisted in her efforts with

statisticians and programmers on her design and specifications

for collecting data on Rate of Learning and on Vocabulary

Usage. This persistence hasbeen rewarded. The data are col-

lected. Large portions of the data are tabulated and graphed.

The Vocabulary Usage data are stored on magnetic tape.

The techniques for collecting the data on Rate of Learn-

ing and on Vocabulary Usage are field tested and perfected.

They can be used as valuable tools for interdisciplinary re-

search without interfering with the classroom teaching.

(5) Interest and Recognition

There were interest and recognition, both formal and in-

formal, beyond this writer's expectations. Information about

this is contained in various sections of this report: II-C,

B, 6; II-C, B, 11; in Appendix A; in Appendix B; and in the

literature in the Attachment to Appendix B.
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Other recognition is contained in letters in this writer's

file from educators for whose opinion this writer has great

respect. These letters have not been included in this report.
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Project endeavors in which results have not measured up
to expectations.

This section Contains two parts: PROBLEMS and

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS.

PROBLEMS

The project endeavors in which results have not measured

up to expectations are problems in four categories: (1)

Technical problems. (2) Resistance to change. (3) Inflex-

ibilities. (4) Philosophical isolation.

(1) Technical problems

Every technical problem that could bo encountered was

encountered. When new rows are being hoed and new fields are

being ploughed, these kinds of problems can be expected. It

must be acknowledged that this writer was at times trying to

push the technologists faster than they were ready to be pushed

at that time. However, the major problems have been solved

now which means that when others use DOVACK they can benefit

from the experiences encountered in field testing DOVACK in

Monticello. The disappointment is that it took such a long

time to solve the problems.

(2) Resistance to change

This resistance did not come from the grass roots. It

did not come from the pupils, the parents, the teachers whose

pupils were in DOVACK classes. It did not come from the DOVACK

teachers and aides. The resistance came from The Experts (some

in positions of influence) who did not visit the project.
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(3) Inflexibilities

The director made the mistake of bowing to convention

when she included the use of experimental and control groups

in the evaluation design. This created an inflexible situa-

tion for randomly assigning pupils to DOVACK, thus making

many parents and children unhappy.

The director spent countless frustrating hours and days

trying to mediate between inflexible agency policies and try-

ing to solve problems that should have been routine had there

been common definitions of terms and common policy between the

various agencies.

DOVACK has no financial support. Although the ESEA Title

III program is otherwise splendid, the inflexible expectation

that the LEA will assume financial support of a project after

three years of ESEA Title III support created problems that

have so far been beyond the ability of this writer to solve.

Although "not a policy," the expectation is a reality, seems

to be accepted as de facto policy by other funding agencies,

and seems to be respected by them regardless of the legiti-

mate reasons for the LEA's not assuming total financial

support.

(4) Philosophical isolation

DOVACK remained a showcase project, philosophically

isolated from the mainstream of educational policy in the

county. Lest the reader be inclined to criticise the county

for this, let the writer remind the reader that the Jefferson
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County people allowed and encouraged the writer to conduct

the field tests there, welcomed the project, cooperated in

planning and implementing the plans, put Title I money into

DOVACR, and displayed pride in having the project in the

county. This is in contrast to the attitude in the place

from which the writer had first wanted to introduce DOVACK.

The philosophical isolation made it difficult to co-

ordinate DOVACK with other parts of the curriculum such as

art, music, subject matter, and classroom activities.

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

None of these problems is insolvable. Had the director

been able to indulge in anticipatory retrospect to achieve

the benefit of hindsight at the beginning of the project, she

could have avoided many of the problems and disappointments.

For one thing, money to pay a secretary could have freed the

director from the tedious secretarial and clerical chores on

evenings, weekends, and holidays so that she could have spent

this time more,creatively on problem-solving and professional

writing.

A brief discussion of possible solutions to each problem

follows.

(1) Technical problems

Money to pay an administrative assistant to follow

through on her instructions and to "ride herd" on those who

needed it would have freed the director for other work, and
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would have given her more time to spend in work for which she

is better prepared, and for trying to overcome the resistance

to change.

(2) Resistance to change

Had the director had the time and the power to insist

on being invited to conduct faculty seminars to explain the

program to The Experts and to insist on visitations to the pro-

ject by them, some of this resistance to change might have been

overcome. (On the other hand, this might be an overoptimistic

speculation.) Also, had the director had the time to prepare

papers-for publication in professional journals in her field,

it might have helped.

(3) Inflexibilities

For the inflexibilities problems, the director suggests

several different kinds of solutions.

The. director could have precluded the unhappiness of

those who wanted to participate in DOVACK and could not by in-

sisting that the evaluation design for field testing an origi-

nal program should not include the conventional experimental

and control groups. (This is discussed briefly in Section

II-C, B, 2; in Section II-C, B, 11; and in the Evaluation

Supplement in the Attachment to Appendix B.) Now that DOVACK

has been field tested and is ready to have an evaluation de-

sign which includes the conventional experimental and control

group research, the control pupils should be drawn from a simi-

lar population in a different county.
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An administrative assistant could have relieved the

director of many of the frustrating chores related to the

mutual inflexibilities between the various agencies. Also,

an administrative assistant might have had the qualities of

political sophistication and grantsmanship expertise that

this writer lacks.

The problem of having no financial support for DOVACK

is so incredible that most people do not believe it. This

writer is holding her finger in the dike by drawing her

early retirement income so that she can write and keep DOVACK

alive -- otherwise, many years of her human creative energy,

a quarter of a million dollars of government money, and an

opportunity to serve education with an undeniably excellent

program for teaching beginning readers, severely retarded

;caders, and adult illiterates, would burst through the dike

and be lost. A suggested solution that could have helped

DOVACK and that might help other original programs is pre-

sented in Section II-C, B, 2, "Proposed Plan for Handling

Federal Support of Original Programs." This is followed by

a proposed specific application for DOVACK entitled "DOVACK

DemonStration-Diffusion Center."

(4) Philosophical isolation

This writer, a classroom teacher for twenty-nine years,

is convinced that classroom teachers want to do the best

possible job of teaching their pupils and that they welcome
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appropriate and practical guidance. She therefore believes

that workshops andin-service training for the teachers and

aides will help to solve the problem of philosophical isola-

tion. The supervisors, principals, and curriculum special-

ists also should attend parts of the workshops so that their

understanding and support can be assured.

A plan for implementing such a solution is contained

in Section II-C, B, 2, "DOVACK Demonstration-Diffusion Center,"

which follows the writer's "Proposed Plan for Handling Fed-

eral Support of Original Programs."
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4. Report the effect of the project on the educational
institution or a22/12x by discussing what you consider to be
the greatest change resulLinc1 from the project.

The director considers the greatest change in the

county resulting from the project was to the teachers and

pupils who were in direct contact with DOVACK.

A black educator in Jefferson County, upon being told

by the director that the project would not be continued, re-

marked, "....You've given these boys and girls dignity and

pride - but I guess you are just twenty years ahead of your

time..."

Dignity and pride.

Let the writer take you, the reader, for a visit to some

DOVACK classes. Watch the children enter. They go to their

desks, get their DOVACK boxes, consult their Agenda, and go

to work, each one doing what he had planned the day before.

One pupil is dictating a new story; another is sharing

a story with a peer; another is taking a dictionary and a

touch alphabet to work with two others on their new words.

One little boy deviates from his Agenda and motions to

you, the visitor. He wants to read his story to you and to

make a copy of it for you to take with you. Another tugs at

your sleeve and tells you that it's OK for you to voice-tape

his story for him. A little girl asks you if you want to

listen to a story she has just dictated.

You, the visitor, are not disturbing them. They go on

about their activities that they have planned. But they want
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you to know that you are welcome and Choy want you to know

how proud they are.of the work they are doing.

You observe the teacher working with a small group on

developing new vocabulary - later working with another

group on word recognition skills, using their own words.

You see the pride of the sixth grade boy who can recog-

nize his own name for the first time and is reading his own

story.

You can't help reacting to the uninhibited exuberance

of the kindergarten pupils reading their own stories.

Look at the little boy on the rug on the floor feeling

the sandpaper letters as he forms the words in his story.

The little girl who has just finished administering

her DRSVR Test to herself takes it to the basket, then turns

to flash a triumphant smile. She did *well on her test and

she knows it.

The director asks a first-grade group if anybody knows

why she and the visitor stayed such a long time observing

the class. A little black girl dances and cries out, " 'Cause

we're so SMART?"

Perhaps these experiences will not be totally lost on

the children.

The teachers whose children were in DOVACK observed and

remarked favorably about the pupils' behavior when they re-

turned to the classroom - their favorable attitude toward read-

ing, the application of independent word attack skills when

1
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they encounter new words; the improvement in general lis-

tening comprehension, in ability to communicate with peers

and teachers, and in following directions; in independent

work habits. These teachers know now that there are viable

alternative ways of teaching.

The DOVACK teachers have stated that although they will

not be able to use DOVACK, they will continue to use many

of the basic ideas that are part of the teaching philosophy

of DOVACK.

The reader will wish to supplement this subjective

account by reading Section II-C, B, 1; Appendix A; Appendix

B; and the literature in the Attachment to Appendix B, espe-

cially the Evaluation Supplement.
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5. Report the effect ofthLarolect on the cooperating
agencies by:

a. Tainting all the community agencies that cooperated
in th^ project;
b. Discusstng the results of such cooperation; and
c. Listing local educational agencies and counties
which were served by the project and indicate any
chan7cs since the initial application.

a. Listing all the community agencies that cooperated
in the project.

The Howard PTA:- The director was invited to

speak to a PTA meeting. Several mothers served as

chaperones on field trips.

Volunteer mothers at Mamie B. Scott:- A member

of this group of concerned mothers served as a volun-

teer helper for the DOVACK teacher for Kindergarten and

first grade.

The local dairy (Bassetts):- They hosted the pupils

during a field trip.

The Kiwanis Club:- The Superintendent introdued

the director at the Kiwanis Club when she was invited to

make a presentation there just before she left to make

an invited presentation in Chile.

The Monticello News:- The local weekly 2aper gave

good coverage to the project.

h. Discusing the results of such cooperation

As indicated above, several mothers did volunteer

work as chaperones; and one did volunteer work as a part-

tire aide.
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It is necessary for the reader to keep in mind

that Jefferson County has a populat.i.on of less than

10,000 people, less than 40% of whom are white. It has

the second highest illiteracy rate in the state. The

per capita income is approximately half the amount of

the national average. The county has been federally

designated as a "poverty area."

Given the circumstances in the county and the

nature of the project (See Section II-C, B, 2), this

writer does not know what results are expected.

c. Listing local educational agencies and counties
which were served by the protect and indicate au
changes since the initial application.

The LEA that was served by DOVACK is Jefferson

County. The Howard School was served for the three

months of operation during the first year. Both Howard

School and the Mamie B. Scott School were served during

the second and third years.

There was no way for the original plans for expan-

sion to other counties to be implemented.
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6. Discuss how project information was disseminated and
include such information as:

a. The number of unsolicited rauescs for information;
b. The number of visitors from outside the projtIL area;
and
c. The estimated cost of such dissemination.

The director has added
d. Personal appearance dissemination activities.

Appendix B contains tables that itemize the number of

visitors and inquiries by year, by county in Florida, by state,

by territory, and by country.

The table does not include the unsolicited dissemination

activities by the director since the project closed. (There

have been more than 100 inquiries and requests for informa-

tion and materials since the pro.;ect closed.)

The 557 visitors and inquiries while the project was in

operation came from 34 other counties in Florida, 40 other

states, the District of Columbia and four territories, and

from 8 other countries.

The requests for the film were not tabulated by county,

state, and country.

The requests for information, materials, the film, and

for the director to make presentations came by mail, by tele-

phone, and by personal request. Many of these requests were

prompted by the wide publicity given to DOVACK, by articles

written by this writer and by others, by the listing of DOVACK

in various indexes. some came after the director had made a

presentation. Some came from people who had received favor-

able reports of the project from other people who had visited
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it. Some came as a result of ESEA Title III dissemination

activities.

a. The number of unsolicited re uests for information;

The tables in Appendix B show that there was 344 un-

solicited inquiries and requests for materials and informa-

tion.

There were 35 requests for the film at the AV Center

in Monticello. (In some cases, one request served several

groups in the same place.) This number does not include

the number of times people have borrowed the film without

sending in a formal request, nor the innumerable times the

director has showed the film informally and in her pre-

sentations.

b. The number of visitors from outside the project area;

The tables in Appendix B show that there were 213

visitors from outside the project area. (Unfortunately,

many visitors failed to sign the register.)

c. The estimated cost of such dissemination.

It is estimated that the cost for dissemination for the

three years is about $1800. This includes stamps, stationary,

large manila envelopes for mailing; Xeroxing copies of mate-

rials for mailing; and buying reprints of the Computers and

Automation article (Way, 1970).
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d. Personal appearance dissemination activities by the
director.

Appendix B contains a list of personal appearance activ-

ities by the director. Most of these were invited appearances.

Some were efforts on the director's part to interest state de-

partm:nt people in supporting DOVACK.

..:
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7. Describe the methods and procedures being developed
to carry the project forward without Federal support after the
designated approvalyeriod.

The following' section is quoted directly from the "Appli-

cation for Continuation Grant" for 1970-1971 (Vol. 1, Part II,

#6, p. 22-23).

"The method and procedures being developed to carry
the project forward without Federal support after the
designated approval period will now be discussed.

Even though there is tremendous moral and educa-
tional support for the program in the county, it is un-
realistic to think that Jefferson County can assume total
responsibility for continuing DOVACK beyond the ESEA
Title III funding period without external financial sup-
port. Jefferson County has been designated by the fed-
eral government as a poverty county. It is racially
impacted. Illiteracy and unemployment rates are high.
The county has no way to raise money. A new private
school (designated "Christian") is due to open in the
fall of 1970 - the educational and financial implica-
tions are obvious, as well as the anticipated social con-
sequences. (In spite of these rather depressing facts,
the project director resigned her tenured Associate Pro-
fessorship at the University School of FSU's College of
Education when the request for cont..nuation of her leave
of absence was denied. She took this step because of
her confidence in the potential of DOVACK to help solve
some persistent problems in education and because
Jefferson County offers an excellent laboratory situation,
both for teaching pupils and for conducting workshops.
Besides - on a purely personal note - the high road of
adventure with her dedicated and loyal staff and pupils
beckons stronger than the low road of security.)

The director has county administrative approval
to approach private foundations as soon as this renewal
grant proposal is submitted. They will be asked to sup-
port the DOVACK Centers for the purpose of (a) teaching
the pupils, and (b) conducting workshops. It is hoped
that results in both areas in this third year of ESEA
Title III funding will persuade another funding source
to continue the work, especially in view of Commissioner
Allen's "right to read" campaign."

As revealed in this quotation, the director is naive

beyond belief.
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EFFORTS TO OBTAIN FUNDS

The following is a brief annotated list of the director's

efforts to obtain funds.

(1) School Board, Jefferson County. (No money. Program

too big for county to support more than pro rata share of

larger operation.)

(2) ESEA Title III, Section 306, "DOVACK - Innovative

Applications and Services." (Rejected with a form letter

which she happened to see months later. Her request for a

summary of the objections to the proposal so that she could

amend and resubmit was ignored.)

(3) Presentation to a group in Washington assembled

by Dr. Hinze. (Much enthusiasm. No money.)

(4) Ford Foundation. ("....we have, therefore adopted

a policy of not picking up projects formerly supported under

Title III.")

(5) Rockefeller Foundation. ("....I regret having to

reply in this negative way, as I am sure your project aims

will be of considerable interest and importance in the area

of teaching basic reading skills. I do hope, therefore,

that you will be able to obtain funds from other sources...")

(6) The Florida State Department of Education. (The

director might as well have been asking for a slice of the

moon.)

(7) Right to Read Committee of the State of Florida.

(The chairman said ,:hey are not interested in programs for

teaching reading, only in making assessments of needs.)
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(8) "Southeastern Regional Seminar on Reading in the

70s." (The director totally misunderstood the nature and

reason for the "seminar.")

COMMENTS

The director has concluded that it is easier for her

to teach illiterate prison inmates (Way, 1965), than for her

to communicate with funding agencies. This writer lacks both

political sophistication and grantsmanship expertise.

Under contract with the USOE, the American Institute:;

for Research investigated programs all over the nation and

identified DOVACK as one of 34 Model Programs in Childhood

Education and as one of 17 Model Programs in Reading; and

included DOVACK in an audiovisual presentation on model 1-ro-

grams at the 1970 White House Conference on Children. (See

Attachment to Appendix B.)

Under contract with the USOE, a group at Indiana Univer-

sity is investigating preschool programs to identify those

that are exemplary. .Dr. J. Jaap Tuinman from I.U. spend

most of the day on December 6, 1971, with the director, view-

ing the film, viewing the slide talk (made by AIR), looking

at the DOVACK data, and discussing DOVACK.

Under contract with the USOE, the Educational Testing

Service of Princeton is investigating compensatory reading

programs to identify exemplary compensatory reading programs.

Dr. Donald Trisman of ETS called the director about this on

March 13, 1972. He had just read about DOVACK and liked what
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he read. However, they are not allowed to include in their

visitations any programs that are not operational, no matter

how good they are. That eliminated DOVACK from considera-

tion.

Under contract with ESEA Title III, on-site evaluations

of on-going Title III projects were conducted. DOVACK re-

ceived a rating of "Excellent, nationally significant."

(See Section II-C, B, 11.)

One is tempted to speculate on the benefits that might

accrue to education if the activities of the agencies that

fund programs were coordinated with the activities of the

agencies that investigate and evaluate programs.

This writer would be interested in the reader's reaction

to Section II-C, B, 2, which contains her "Proposed Plan for

Handling Federal Support of Original Programs," followed by

her proposed specific application for DOVACK entitled "DOVACK

Demonstration-Diffusion Center."
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8. List costs for budget period this narrative report
covers:

a. $204,000.00 Total Federal support under Title III,

P. L. 89-10

b. $ 19,280.00 Total Federal support other than Title III,

P. L. 89-10

c. $ 30,000.00 Total non-Federal support

d. $253,280.00 Total cost
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9. A copy of all materials used for purposes of dis-
semination are to be comL;TIT8 as a separate package and
submitted with each continuation grant applifEara.

Most of the director's dissemination activities are un-

solicited on her part. Inquiries continue to come to this

writer about DOVACK. She continues to mail literature and

answer inquiries.

Interest in DOVACK is multidisciplinary. The inquiries

range, for example, from a classroom teacher in McComb,

Mississippi to a scientist in the Institute for Atomic Physics

in Cluj, Romania. The director's answers to letters and the

materials that she mails vary according to the interests ex-

pressed by the inquirers.

A copy of each item on the DOVACK Reference list that

it is possible to include is.included in the Attachment to

Appendix D. (The reader should have his own copy of the

June 1971 issue of American Education so that will not be

included. The extra copies that were sent to the director

are reserved for distribution to people who do not normally

have access to that publication - for example, inquirers

from Brazil, Turkey, Romania, etc.)

DOVACK and this writer appear in various indexes, lists,

and registers such as: "Scholars Active" in Computers and

the Humanities (1970); PACE pulications; CENTREL's R & D

Register (1970); Wisconsin's Index (1970); LIST 1972;

EDUCOM's EIN (1969).

The following two pages contain a list of other DOVACK

references.
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Way, Flo, The DOVZ!.C:ii_SyS t".(7:111 b w 3.2 min 16 ), n y: :1-at ed.) .
Available on 'Joan irom: Area AV Center, P.o.N, 49D,
cello, Florida, 32344.

S.,

Way, Plorine L. The.XWAC3: 1,7.etllocl...for tfo ach (Onpublished. 24 pages. ) 1966. lot : The Ira in tri spaper is included in subsequ:n pap.:.rs that were pub] )
,

Way, Fiorillo L. TeachirfgIi1iteral7ePrif:enInIN:pep vith....1 he
Individual Pt:1'41...Di ctation_Techn; and IL r iii
Ad Fr)tion for Crouo Aciminis ZIra 1Cfl oi the Pc i!llor*,
Picture Vocabulary Tes i I:value:4..1 i (unpub :I c d,
'f pages). t. on (ho
evaluation pilot study that pre eded the oyper iment al
work in a federal prison during which the wri to dci gneld
and developed DOVACK. )

Way, Flo ri ne L. "The I)OVACK Model , " ç91 '? Vol . 4,
No. 5, (pages 5-6) October 1969.

Way, Florine L. "The 'Language E xpci ence ' Approach :1 n sitclachi nq
Reading - Computeri zed, " Cmputers..,a1-.0. Au to; ti on. , Vol.
19, No. 9 (p. 28-31) September 1970. (An absi...-ac-t of
this article appears in Language...and. Lan.:-,Tu::g.eltIchpvi or
Abstracts, Vol. V, No. 1 (Entry E-002!A p. 53o-531.)
January 1971.

Wills, 1artee " DOVACIO s Machines Help Cull dren Read " AMERICAN
Education, Vol. 7, No. 5 (p. 3-8) illus. ;June 1971..
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As the final draft is being typed, two more references

are added.

Way, Flo, The DOVACK System, Tallahassee, Florida, 1972.
(Note: This brochure was prepared for ED/fair '72
to be distributed from the DOVACK exhibit. The USOE
paid for printing the brochure.)

Way, Flo, "Evaluation Supplement to the Brochure Prepared
for ED/fair '72 on The DOVACK System." Tallahassee,
Florida, 1972. (Note: ESEA Title III paid for
Xeroxing this supplement.)

The reader is referred to the Attachment to Appendix

B for copies of these materials.
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10. Annotated Photographs

This section contains ten photographs depicting stuLent

activities. Preceding each photograph is a brief descrip-

tion of the activity depicted.

The goel and educational objectives for DOVACE are re-

peated below for the convenience of the reader in using them

as reference points for interpreting the photographs.

Inherent in all of the educational objectives for

DOVACK is the aim of enhancing the self-image of each pupil.

The goal is that given the opportunity to participate in a

DOVACK class, each pupil will develop (1) skill in manipu-

lating his equipment and materials; (2) independent and

self-pacing study habits; (3) favorable attitudes toward

reading; and (4) proficiencyjn word recognition, word attack

skills, and in general reading achievement.

Educational Objective 1 (Psychomotor) :- Each pupil who

participates in a DOVACK class will dr onstrate skill in

manipulating his own equipment and materials.

Educational Objective 2 (Affective):- Each pupil who

participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate that he is

independent and self-pacing in his study habits.

Educational Objective 3 (Affective):- Each pupil who

participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate favorable

attitudes toward reading.
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Educational Objective 4 (Conitive):- Each pupil who

participates in a DOVACK class will demonstrate increased

proficiency in word recognition, word attack skills, and

in general reading achievement.
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Photograph #1

The pupils in the following photograph are gaining

new experiences on this field trip so that they cin expand

their understanding and extend their vocabularies. They

are also learning to manipulate the videotape equipment.

When the pupils return from the field trip, they will

replay the videotape recording of their experiences and

discuss them so that the experiences can become a part of

their own language experience. Then the pupils will dictate

their own reading lessons based on their understanding of

these expei.Lences.
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Photograph #2

Three aspects of DOVACK teaching are evident in the

following photograph. One pupil is studying independently.

Another pupil is acquiring new experiences vicariously

through the use of the Viewmaster. The teacher is in one

of her appropriate classroom roles, as knowledgeable ob-

server and available helper. (See also the comments for

Photograph #10 for further discussion of the role of the

teacher in DOVACK teaching.)
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Photograph #3

The pupil in the following photograph is inserting a

Dictabelt into his Dictaphone with self-confident inde-

pendence.

The magnetic Dictabelt is used by the pupil for (a)

dictating his lessons; (b) listening to the teacher-recorded

voice-tape models of his lessons; (c) administering his

DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary Recognition (DRSVR) Tests

to himself; (d) studying his DOVACK Word Attacker; and for

(e) listening to a variety of instructions, lessons, fun

stories, etc., to help broaden his experiences and expand

his personal repertoire of vocabulary and concepts.

Most of the pupils also learn to read and interpret

the numerals on the front of the Dictaphone in order to

locate a particular lesson on the belt.



111.
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Photograph #4

The pupil in the following photograph is getting mate-

rials to use in implementing the next item on his DOVACK

Agenda. Each pupil must learn to plan and follow his Agenda.

He must learn to identify what he needs, locate it, get it,

use it, and return it to the appropriate place. The culti-

vation of independent work habits is one of the most im-

portant of the interdependent facets of The DOVACK System.

In order for the teacher and the pupils to be able to

take advantage of the high creative potential of DOVACK,

the non-creative aspects of the program are routinized.
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Photograph #5

The following photograph shows one of the typical

activities in a DOVACK class. The pupil is studying in-

dependently. She is listening to the teacher-made voice-

tape model of her lesson on the Dictaphone wh:ile she reads

the printout of her dictation prepared by the computer for

her independent study.

At the end of the dictation can be seen the long word

list with a number beside eve. word. The computer-prepared

word lists are used for several purposes. (1) They serve

as a guide to independent study. When tree pupil finds a

word on his list that he does not know, he uses the number

beside the word to refer to.the line on which the word first

appeared in the text of his dictation to use a combination

of beginning-sound and context clues to recognize the word.

(If this fails, he replays the voice recording to hear the

teacher pronounce the word.) (2) The pupils study the words

in their own word lists by using touch alphabets to form the

words and by using the dictionary to find and divide their

words into syllables. They often study together and teach

each other their words. (3) The computer derives each pupil's

Rardom Sample Vocabulary Recognition (DRSVR) Tests from his

own word bank which is kept on file. (4) The computer uses,

for each pupil, the stored word lists and results of the DRSVR
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Tests to calculate and compile the periodic REPORTS after

each test period. (5) One of the unique features designed

into DOVAC} in that the computer stores information about

he words, which pupils use them, etc., so that the organized

data can be retrieved for analysis.
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Photograph #6

This second grade pupil is working independently,

concentrating on his task of feeling cut-out sandpaper

letters and using them to form words in his dictated

story.

Each pupil, guided by his teacher when necessary,

is encouraged to emphasize the sensory stimulation that

is most useful to him in studying his lessons.
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Photograph #7

This pupil is entering on her DOVACK Agenda the time

at which she completed the most recent task that she had

planned for herself. This pupil has al.-eady obtained ill

of the materials for her present needs aid is h6n&ling her

equipment and materials independently.

The planning by the pupils on their Agenda is within

a broad pre-defined structure. 'TVs is an gliport:ant part

of teaching the acceptance of the responsibility that must

accompany the freedom to choose a course of action. This

writer believes that guiding pupils to learn to organize

and plan their work is an essential part of all '-.eaching.

More advanced pupils can be ,taught to make their own Agenda

without having a printed guide.

The DOVACK Agenda is modified in various ways for the

pupils who are being served. For example, the Kindergarten

and first grade pupils start with a picture agenda and are

phased into a'printed agenda when they are ready for it.
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Photograph #8

This pupil is using his equipment independently. He

might be administering his DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary

Recognition (DRSVR) Test to himself. Or he might be order-

ing and dictating his own instructional material to be sent

to the computer to be processed for his independent study

14ith'his Dictaphone.



/
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Photograph #9

This pupil is making a copy of his composite story

to share with a peer, with the teacher, or perhaps with a

visitor.

Composite stories are ;ritten by teachers and aides.

(They can also be written by volunteers.) The composite

stories are standard English versions of each pupil's own

dictations in which he can recognize his own words in a

different context. Composite storlot Irc presented to the

pupils, not as a substitute for their own language, but for

alternative and situational use. Composite stories are

used for transitional material., to conventional published

materials.
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Photograph #10

Just as in Photograph #2, the teacher here is shown in

an appropriate role in the classroom.

In a DOVACK classroom, through the creative mediation

of the teacher, technology supports the learning but does

not intrude upon. the environment.

The pupil does not automatically acquire manipulative

skills, independent study habits, favorable attitudes towird

reading, and proficiency in reading. The teacher is there

to provide learning experiences that are necessary for him

to acquire these skills, attitudes, habits, and proficiencies;

to assess his needs and plan for them.

The individualization.of the Language Experience approach

is made possible by using the computer to perform the tedious

chores that would be prohibitively expensive and monotonouF

if they were performed by human labor. In this way, and by

using a system of efficient classroom management, technology

serves the individual pupil through the mediation of the

teacher who is thus free to do the work, w4th many more

pupils in one day, that only humans can do effectively - that

is, to encourage, motivate, guide, and interact with the

pupils.

Thus, with DOVACK, technclogy helps to enhance the

creative end human qualities of th,' teacher so that both

teacher anc technology can more effectively serve the indivi-

dual pupil.
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11. Discuss-how recommendations of the on site evaluators
have been 5 :corporated into the nrolqct.

This section contains the on-site evaluation reports for

the thre3 years of operation; and a brief discussion, follow-

ing eaca report, of efforts that have been made, or not made,

to incorporate the recommendations into the project.

The discussion following the on-site evaluation report

for 1968-1969 was included in the Application for Continua-

tion for 1970-1971.

For convenience, the pages of each report have been

numbered to conform to the pagination scheme of this report.

/
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July 28, 1969

of Pdolic Instruotion
Jcf2n;ori County Schools
P. C. v. 4i;

3232:14

As you ITD1 rect..1 tho ESTI, Title III offico contracted withsert.ain Depare..t o Education parsaanel and concaltts outside ho1:2;a-tmeat to coaduct oa-Si evaluations of on-1;oiag Title IIIprojects during the spring of this year.

We would 11.2:e to take thiz; oppo:.-tunity to thank thz.: peopleco.-looted ftrith the project fo th hos;z1;:411:_f_ty w.1 o::-.:11ed tae on-siteawl uators and for the excell,..nt ocoporation

Sur)e-intandant ashol0 on the attached pages you will find s:.:::=ries
roardinf., the observations of the evaluators. It is hoped taat

recov-^,-.Zet4on:, :.forded by these coasUltaats will ba civea dueconsideration feasi:ae incorporated into the project.

Oace az:ain c=pros the appreciation of this office for thofine way those v.,.sitors wore troatod and extend to :ou nn j Qunst:.f2 ea open invitation to ViSit

Siacerely

v.7 crc r .`f

Lao v ve7,',11

Coordinator, ES2A Title III

Zaelosure
co: Mrs. Florie Td'ay
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DoE 33-70001

PROJECT STRENGTHS

a) Enthusiastic and dedicated staff
b) Program communicates across barriers of race, class, age,

interes4; and intellect
c) Differentiation of program to meet individual needs
a) Receptivity to and enthusiasm for program evidenced by students
e) Children can assume much of the responsibility for learning

to read
f) Mastlr teacher can assu.a most effective place in classroom

PROJECT WEAKNESSES

a) Question how long interest may be maintained by using only
children's experiences and person-ily dictated stories

b) Delay in return of dictated stories for a period of 2 or 3 says
c) Lack of variety in materials available to students
d) Lack of involvement of classroox teachers in program philosophy

and goals and incidcntal.contributions
they might make in their

daily contact with participating students
e) No apparent commitment to continue the project, if it proves

successful, beyond the usual 3-year funding period

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE T} PROJECT

a) Investigate possibilities for speeding return of dictated stories in
. printed form

b) A good collection of books -- high interest, low vocabulary --
.should be placed in classroom for students to use in testing
*their new found skills

'1 Enrichment activities -- field trips and art work -- might provide
an additional stimulus for dictated stories

d) The involvement of classroom teaCers should assure additional
benefits for the children from the project particularly in
providing experiences from which the participants could draw
on for story material.

e) Meani for continuing project beyond normal funding period should
be expl)red
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1968-1969

Weaknesses Listed Followed by the Director's Comments

"(4) Examination of the progress being made to incorporate
the recommendations of visiting evaluators into the project."

The DOVACK project director and staff were pleased and

gratified with the Project Strercjths that were found to

exist. They feel that both the 'Project Strengths" and the

"Project Weaknesses" constitute a fair and penetrating assess-

ment. The project had been operational on a limited basis

for about two months when the evaluations were made.

The efforts that are being made to overcome the weak-

nesses and implement the Recommendations to Improve the Pro-

ject will be discussed below item by item.

"(a) Investigate possibilities for speeding return of dic-
tated stories in printed form."

This has been improved. Next year, the system for it

will be stabilized while work continues on perfecting the

teleprocessing version.

"(b) A good collection of books -- high interest, low vocabu-
lary -- should be placed in classrooms for students to use in
testing their new found skills."

Many of these kinds of books had already been ordered

at the time of the evaluations and are now available for the

pupils. They will be more attractively displayed when the

revolving book rc.cks are in the rooms.

Other sources of variety in reading materials are the

following. The pupils exchange stories with each other and
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teach each other the words in their exchanged stories. Each

pupil has composite stories written from his own vocabulary

lists. (These are written by the teachers and the aides. In

addition to giving the pupils a chance to recognize their own

words in a different contaxt, this is also the way that stand-

ard English for alternative usage is introduced.)

New material is introduced to the pupils by the use of

films, narrated film strips, by the teacher reading to the

Pupils, etc. The pupils then dictate their lessons from

their internalized vocabulary and understanding of this mate-

rial. I

"(c) Enrichment activities -- field trips and art work --
might provide an additional stimulus for dictated stories."

Progress that is being, made in this area is still not

enough. Increased efforts will be made next year. In Part

III, proposed actifinies include expanding both the real and

vicarious experiences of the pupils. It is necessary however,

to limit field trips specifically for DOVACK because of

scheduling problems.

"(d) The involvement of classroom teachers should assure
additional benefits for the children from the project parti-
cularly in providing experiences from which the participants
could draw for story material."

The grovndwork for this mutual participation in DOVACK

was laid this year in meetings, conferences, and discussions.

Some of the classroom teachers in both schoo]s have expressed

interest in the plans that are included in Part III.
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"(e) Means for continuing project beyond normal funding
period should be explored."

This is 4-he most serious weakness. In Part II, 6, the

plan to seek financial support from private foundations is

mentioned.
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D.

Su.Ileriant of ILfraction
P. 0. Ba:.: h5,9

Uonticollo, Ploridr

Dear Stmerint.ellAcat

S.
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11:4 you vill reel-.11 the Titn XI:, V,;::, office ceyctea vith
ecrtnin Pe:?art...mt of YAneation Ina cono0.tr.nts olAtside

thl 1%-ovrt.oaat to co:;:lae. on-sio e.-AantioAs of 01-1S011):!: Ti.t1 XIY
projects 4.urin:; the, :.1,r51.1 of this

voala 3i%c to t'1%c thin o;:yolt;nntu to th:.n% you and tho people
cormect)1 vith the p-ojeet f(v.. afforcleit the aa-sitc
evaluator (Ina for the cootion

SuperintNlacnt Bishol), on the ett:ter;11 p.f;es you v111. finA
too of of the evatu.tor. It is hol-,:i*tt7.t the retions
affordeAlv this consrltsmt vill be civen flue consie:Tobion cna
vhen feesiblo incorporateA irto tho pzojeet.

Once let.ne eess the appreciation of this office for the
fine vuy this visitor vas trtc rti cecand to you saA yoar
stsff cn invitation to visit U3 on your pc.:f.t tr* to Ts116:assect.

Sincerely,

Leo H. 117;c11, Jr.

Coordinstor, EVA, Title III

LTA:vb

11

ce:I.grs. liorine L. Wcy

Attachments
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STA1.113:: I? 14' 1.10 n IDA
DEP.I\ I ?Jr-Pi\ F414 DI7ON1 0 N

TA3AAHASSEE 32304

0h Cl: 01" EDEI,AL-STATE RELATIONS

ON-Sin YflOjECT EVALUATION REPONT FORM
TITLE )II y ES EA

I. Project Number: U.V.O.E. 6e-06004-0
.. SIE 33-79001

2. Project Title D0Vi.i( Fiethoci fox' 'iscacilinz iccr.dinz

3. Project Activity: 0 p3anni ng n Pilot rin Opp ;ion

It

5.

Name of Project Director Mrs. Florin:: L. Way
Address of Director P.O. Box 499, .

Number Street

Monticello, Florida 323l4 _904 997-2022City State Zip Area Code - Telephone

6. Date Project Began July 1, 1968
7. Date(s) of Visit May 24, 1970'

8. Name of Visitor Ruthellen Crews

9. Title of Visitor Associate Professor

10.. Employed by University of Florida

U. Number of Hours. Spent on Visit 7t hours
12. With Whom Did You Visit? (Give approximate numbers) Public

19 A Students 40

of Education

0.0....1.1*(./..

B"- Pz_...nifs.122taff

Superintendent

D 1:a.rent45

E - Board Members

F - Teachers

O - Others Lsylsifyl

5

....gaveNIMINYM.IME

Non-Public

ON
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13. WO Pvidence in them of particimtion iu ha project on the part of
ren,ht-r:; and 80,d,:nt:t in non-yilli.0 relvlols?

nc'ne

114. What are the primary (N,7Ltives of thf.. project. as you understand them?.

To field-test anfl rex:feet 11:v1J DOWN nedel.for teachin;; readinz,
usiw; the erito:cia athTtn.bility to tho r.opulations
for which it was dvsiol,A; effer,tiven,-;ss in moetin!; needs of
participants so they they uirt. Loco) :e indopondent and self-paoinf;
Sri their study Imbits, in)) rove tho.0 roadin:;, develop favorable
attitudes toward r,:adin:;, anti. :t zi, to rmn4ulato tho mteriels;
economic feasibility for use c' a sinultnnoms shfircd-tino
shar6d-cost basis.

15. List all the project activitier. and/or procedures cury-T;ly bcinc under-
taken or planned to achieve the objectives as you understnd them.

1.. All participants received instruction on how to manipulatt
all equipment And n--terials.

2. All 1Jarticiyants were taw:lit hots to plan and carry out their
daily DOVAK Agenda so as to work independently.

3. Couputer-Compiled records and reports were periodically reviewed
so. that they could be analyzed and interpreted.

. 'Teacher instruction vas given on e one-tosaone basis nnd to
small groups.

5. Children shared stories dictated and written.
6. Activities, vt?ro planned to provide experiences so as to have

a basis for story dictation. Thin also provided fox' develop-
ment of oral and readins vocabulary.
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36. Are' Owh project activitio,f; a:1*r proret cierrerlh
or p3annr.d to achieve ths obj6,17cs a:; yiAt unac.rst..old

Yes

no

Com:mitt::

17. Adequacy of staffing to meet project objectives.

A. Qualifications of staff to carry out project activities.

111 Excellent

El Good

Fair

0 Poor

B. Numbers of Starf Members to carry out project activities:

Excessive

Adequate

Inadequate

Comments:
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i8. "f:(111:: of phyricr1 ftcilitJen to c.chIcw. peoject objectiw!s:

Uxeegnive

Adequhte

.k.t.utrlecluv.te

.9. Adegmey of fund =.t:;; to met project objectj es:

0
E.]

EXCOGZiVe

Adequate

Inadegmte

Commts:

0: Is there a relationhhip of the project to existing school proerami?

Ej clo.oy

UnrelEted

11

would lib: to see more of the classroom teachers in the schools
iwrolved in the project so that Greater carry-over into class-
room activities would result. Since the rending program is built
01 experiem?s, the classroom teachtir could play an
irty,ort!tat lart in providing for these thus relieving the readins
teacncr of f;ome of this rosponsibility. The Director indicated
that plans were to have more active participation of total school
staff in th(! program in a way that thoro would be benefits to the
total Airriwolum.
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21C. Vhat plan:; arc be In mado to cont.inno ibc! pio. lctvr
fednral Fonda havo boon ph.:,.aod o-Ya

The Director stated tivzt the co:mn.:C7 Si: ,recei.- 7 the
I.,roP;ram with such enthu. th;:t
that the school systcn volad continuo th,.:
federal funds uere de;act.Jd.

22. In your opinion, to Ithat dolyoa triA b able tt.
project aft.,:r fedeml fundi! are pLanod out?

CurreA level

Reduced Jevel

ED 1kt at all

23. List project etrength6 an you ml coo Vimn.

1. Total connittmont of director and staff
-2. Truly provides for individualized instruction
3. Develops independence on th6 1..art of the child to leam

on his on at his own pace,
4. Effective use of time
5. Total involvement of students
6. Learning activities a7ce relevant to livina
7. Incorporates all fang r4; ekills in5t4Ad of isolating

reading as n separate slAtl
8. Provides for children vhcv.3e background of experiences aro

fteager

24. List project weaknesses as you can see them.

1. Need for a closer working relat'. Ir.lkp be the
classrooM teacher and the readil.s ;r1,:her.

2. Since the program recognizes the rol- ichip of linttninG,
speakinn, and writins to roadJL:1, art and music
activities could be added as Come of (..Invmnication and
sources for developing conmuH.c*.tion skills.

3. Add other technical media, such as single-concept films
and 8mm film projectors, to add to experiences.

11. A specific comrlittment from local school system to continue
the project at the end of 3year fundins period.is needed.

5. Expansion of the prosram facilities to provide for nero
children, should be connidorcd at thin point.
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25. To 1npro7e the projeet.:

What action (s) could 'yovt receld? (Le spc:cific)

1. AccerdinE; to thi:re are plsns for y,rovidinl;
teschinL; packets for claroor.1 teachers for all curricul r:rcarf,
I stron31y recono.c.nd tIT't this be carriod out and tint
packets be tho result of h:: cocfperativo of of the InVAIc.
Stsff And the el-tsoo:: totteho::t.
2. Give serious eensidion to the five pointc t.int-X have
included in ite:1 24 deGcrAbin:.; weal:nes:3es.

26'. In view of the project objectives, hou vould you rate the project ct
this time? Check one only.

Excellent, Ratioraly significant.

0 Seems to be very succesofUl for Unto or Region.

Good chance to succeed.

0 Fair, may be successful but...

Secns to be failins (Needs hell)

Failure) should be terminated.

Explain Selection:
example

An excellent /of how to use conputers in education co that the
tortoise* is helped to.inprovo inctruction rather then replaced.
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1969-1970

The DOVACK project director and staff were pleased with

the evaluation report. It was especially gratifying that

the evaluator had prepared herself in advance by thoroughly

reading the papers describing the program, and therefore knew

what to look for; that she spent enough time in the classroom

to interact with the pupils and unders4,and what they were

doing; that she understood the strengths of the program; and

that she was aware of the same weaknesses of which the di-

rector and the teachers were already acutely aware.

There will now be a brief discussion of the weaknesses

that were found, and the efforts to overcome 4-hem.

Weaknesses Listed Followed by the Director's Comments

"Item 20
"I would like to see more of the classroom teachers

in the schools involved in the project so that greater
carryover into classroom activities would result. Since
the reading program is based on the child's experiences,
the classroom teacher could play an important part in
providing for these thus relieving the,reading teacher
of some of this responsibility. The Director indicated
that plans were to have more active participation of
total school staff in the program in a way that there
would be benefits to the total curriculum."

"Item 24
"1. Need for a closer working relationship between

the classroom teacher and the reading teacher.
"2. Since the program recognizes the relationship

of listening, speaking, and writing to reading, perhaps
art and music activities could be added as forms of com-
munication and sources for developing communication
skills."

The director agrees completely with this statement of

weaknesses and suggestions for overcoming the weaknesses.
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Attempts were made to solve the prep" 'm, but on the

whole the attempts failed because of inc.' ltable difficul-

ties.

The dtrector and the DOVACK teacic, at intervals

with the teachers whose pupils came tc -lw;ses. The

teachers were high in their praise of what DOWICK was doing

for their pupils. However, when suggestion' were made about

cooperative activities in the classroom, the teachers' re-

marks revealed the basic problem: "By the time we cover the

books...." "By the time we follow the curriculum...." "By

the time we follow our schedule...."

In Section II-C, B, 3, above, the problem of philo-

sophical isolation is discussed and a proposed solution to

the problem for future proje.cts is offered in Section II-C,

B, 2.

"Item 24
"Add other technical media, such as single-concept

films and 8 mm film projectors, to add to experiences."

The director and staff agree completely with this. These

items were in the budget that was not approved. The best that

could be, done was to use more narrated film strips and

narrated Viewmasters.

"Item 24
"4. A specific commitment from local school system
to continue the project at the end of 3-year funding
period is needed."
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It would perhaps be an understatement to write that

everybody who is in any way connected with DOVACK agrees that

the project should continue. However, this problem is not as

simple as it sounds.

Section II-C, B, 7, above, contains a brief account of

some of the efforts of the director to obtain funds.

Section II-C, B, 2, above, contains the director's "Pro-

posed Plan for Handling Federal Support of Original Programs,"

followed by a proposed specific application for DOVACK en-

titled "DOVACK Demonstration-Diffusion Center."

"Item 24
"5. Expansion of the program facilities to pro-
vide for more children should be considered at
this point."

Again, the director and staff agree. Also, the principal

and teachers at the Mamie B. Scott School agree and would like

to implement a plan to include many more pupils in that school.

Two of the junior high school teachers at Howard wanted to

cooperate closely to include an implementation of DOVACK in

their classrooms.

Again there were insurmountable difficulties. However,

during 1970-1971, DOVACK served twice as many pupils as were

served in 1969-1970 with the same staff. (See Table D1,

Section I.) This was some progress but not nearly enough.

Actually, this problem is part of the basic problem,

philosophical isolation, which is discussed above in Section

II-C, B, 3, and for which a solution is offered in Section

II-C, B, 2.
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"Item 25
"1. According to the director, there are plans
for providing DOVACK teaching packets for class-
room teachers for all curriculum areas. I stroicly
recommend that this be carried out and that there
packets be the result of the cooperative efforts:
of the DOVACK staff and the classroom teachers."

One of the keen disappointments of the project was that

this could not be done. The failure of it was due mainly

to two problems: (1) the philosophical isolation discussed

above, and (2) the failure of the money to arrive on time to

hold the workshops in which the packets were to be made. How-

ever, some packets were made as the DOVACK teachers had the

time to make them.

"Item 25
"2. GiVe serious consideration to the five points
that I have included in Item 24 describing the
weaknesses."

These items are discussed above.
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A REF= 01" ThE
ONSITI3 EVALUATION OP

"DOVACK WITLOD FO:; READIt'!G"

A Description Of The School ComuniLy :rn Which The Project Activities. Were Conducted'

Jefferson County, located in Korth Florida, is bounded on the west by

Leon/and Wahulla counties, on the east by Madison and Taylor counties and

extends south from Georgia to the Gulf of Mexico. It is one of the few

Florida counties whose roots go back into the antebellum period of the

South. This is a contributing factor to the slow change in cultural and

economic patterns of the community. In addition, Jefferson County is in-

cluded in the Big Bend area of North Florida which has been federally

designated as a poverty area.

The county's p6pulation has teen declining at an average rate of more

than 100 per year since the turn of the century. According to the 1950

census report, the county's population is 9,543 (this is .2% of Florida's

population). 59.2% of the population are non white and ho.8% are white.

The population is rural with 83.2% classified as non-farming and 18%

farming. It is significant to note that two age groups, the 0 through 19

and the 60 and over, make up 60% of the population which implies that the

county educates the children and approximately 85% leave the county during

their procLuctive years, then return to increase the old age assistance roll.

The school population age group is composed of 32% white and 68% Negro

children.

General farming is the basis of the county's economy which provides a

per capita income of $1,1611 which is only 53.7% of the national average.

Of the 2,052 families in the county, 768 families have an annual income of

1Taken from the 1968-1969, Continuation
Grant Application, "DOVACK

Method for Teaching Reading."
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less than $2,000 and 110 families representing 5.31; of the populntion

receive aid to 1x35 dependent children. The rate of unemploynrAlt is 6.11%.

The county ranks second in the state in its percentr.,ge of illiteracy with

222 whites classified as illiterate and 1231 non-white illiterates.

Success in providing new job opportunities has been limited, due in

part, to lack of: education, a skilled labor force, capital, nearby

markets and available natural resources.

A Description Of The Target Population Served By The Project

The target population consists of 20h children in grades K-1 and 5-7.

At the Mamie B. Scott Elementary School there are 326 children in grades

K-3 participating in this project. At Howard Academy there are 78 children

in grades 5-7 participating in this project. Of the 3.26 children at

Mamie B. Scott, 93 are black and 33.are white. Of the 78 children at

Howard Academy, 72 are black and 6 are white. There are 66 boys and

60 girls at Mamie B. Scott. There are 51 boys and 27 girls at Howard

Academy.

The Critical Educational Needs Toward Which The Project Was Directed

Critical educational needs are noted on three levels: national, state,

and local. National priorities in rank order are: improve reading achieve-

ment, services to the disadvantaged, and assisting in the county's move

toward racial integration. The state priority being met by the objectives

of the DOVACK program is to aid children in acquiring the basic language

and quantitative skills and knowledge which will enable them to deal

competently with the usual kinds of intellectual and learning tasks expected

of them both in and out of school. The local priorities in order are:
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increased reading achievement, independent work habits, enhanced self-

concept, and positive attitudes toward learning to read.

The Statermt Of Project objectives; The Activities Which Were Colrlucted

To Meet Each Objective: And2 Tne Ways In Which The Attainment Of The

Objectives Were Eva1uated.

First Objective: "Each pupil who participates in a DOVACK class ill

develop skill in manipulating the equipment and materials at his d5sposal."

ACTIVITIES: During whatever part of aclass period a pupil is ot(lerved,

he will Ise seen making appropriate use of the materials and equipment at

his disposal. Materials and equipment at his disposal include: DOVACK kit

containing DOVACK book of stories (visual and voice), Agenda, Check List,

Dictabelt, Dictamailer, chalk and chalkboard, Gafax duplicator, cutter, '

paper punch, fasteners, View Masters, VTR headsets and monitors, Teletype.

EVALUATION: Includes (1) camera observation pictures; (2) teacher

inspection of My DOVACK Record; (3) informal teacher observation.

Second Objective: "Each pupil who participates in a DOVACK class will

become independent and self-pacing in his study habits."

ACTIVITIES: An agenda is made by each pupil each day. When the child

arrives.at his DOVACK learning station, he begins working immediately

without being reminded. He continues to work in an organized way, making

the necessary changes and /or entries on his agenda.

EVALUATION: Includes (1) analysis of computer records;.(2) informal

teacher observation.

Third Objective: "Each pupil who participates in a DOVACK class will develop

favorable attitudes toward reading."

ACTIVITIES: Stories are dictated. Real experiences are provided to
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develop background and language. Pupils share stories at least once each

week. Children construct comparite stories anJ study these along with

their own.

EVALUATION: Includes (1) upon request, any pupil will show the

evaluator a composite story or a story hc received from a peer within

the week; (2) upon request, any pupil via demonstrate how he studies

his story; (3) upon request, any pupil will demonstrate to the evaluator

that he can read.his stories.

Fourth Objective: "Each pupil who participates in a DOVACK class will

develop proficiency in using word attack skills, in general reading achieve-

ment, and in word recognition."

ACTIVITIES: (1) Practice reading sentences containing unknown words;

(2) teacher and self-instruction in word analysis skills; (3) practice

reading a variety of DOVACK stories;.(4) practice reading words in isolation;

(5) listening to voice tapes of 5torier).

EVALUATION: Includes (1) when requested to do so, a child wi74demon-

strate his effective use of the DOVACK technique for recognizing a word in

context: (2) when requested to do so, a pupil will read one of his stories

to an evaluator on an independent level, that is, without missing more

than approximately 9% of his words; (3) tVe, word recognition of a random

sample of words from past stories dictated by the chila.

An Analysis And Interpretation Of The Results Of The Project In Relationship

To The Stated Objectives

Mrs. Flo Way, Project Director for DOVACK, is indeed a remarkable

person. She,deserves and has received numerous accolades for her efforts

and successes in developing a reading program that utilizes computer
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tcchnolegy to handle common secretarial chores and to produce reading media

from the dictations of individual children.

Teachers with students in the DJVACK program were extrewely impressed

with their student:;' language growth, vocabulary development, and changes

in attitude. When asked.to compare these children to those not involved

in the DOVACK progrom either presently or during their tenure as teachers,

all indicated that the DOVACK children were superior in language devel-:

op!aent, reading, and attitude. One teacher, even said that she would rather

have more children in her class than to lose the DOVACK program. The

hildren all appeared tobe eager to participate in the DOVACK program.

They demonstrated rather impressive reading abilities for kindergarten

and first grade children.

The administrators and supervisors with whom we spoke were impressed

with the nature and apparent resultsof the program. One administrator

wantedt.) see further testing of the program, however, before giving a

peronal:ssessment of its comparative effectiveness with other methods

for teaching reading.

SOme cf the program's strengths and weaknesses, as noted by the4'

Evaluatio: Teal, follow:

Strengths=0
1. Strong component for developing expressive and receptive language.

2. Strong vocabulary development component.

3. Strong concept development component.

4. Program develops many desirable experiences fundamental to

growth in reading comprehension.

5. Capitalizes upon experiences and language of children to develop

media for teaching children to read.

6. Enthusiasm of staff and children.
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7. Children become selfdirective in their learning.

8. Differentiated reading mlia and learning activities.

9. Use of com:Atter to store :-0-1 anal.e data thus relieving teacher

of seereta!ial tasks.

10. Builds self-confidence in learning.

11. Eulids attitude, interept, and purpose for reading.

Weaknesses

1. Lac% of a formal and objective evaluation of the program.

2. No data on cost per pupil projected for maximum utilization of

the system.

3. Insufficient involvement of classroom teachers whose children

particilx.ied in DOVACN.

h. No comprehension skills instruction program.

5. Word recognition program is incomplete.

6. Questionable 'transfer policy between DOVACK and traditional

reading materials.

It is unfortunate that the program was not compared with other primary

school and/or remedial reading programs during the third year of the project.

This lack of data makes it extremely difficult to discuss the values of

the DOVACK program from an objective vantage point. The DOVACK program

does appear to have been successful but the cause-effect relationships

are unclear. It would' be most helpful, however, if the model that now

exists could have been tested adequately to determine its value for primary

school and remedial reading instruction.

A Listing Of The Practices "earned Most Successful And Worthy Of Wide

Dissemination With Justification For Each Given

1. The basic technique used to develop materials for reading instruction
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is deserving of dissemination. This includes the use of recording

devices, storing devices, aril reproiuction device: (computer and

Galax duplicator).

2. The basic technique used for creating word recognition tests is

worthy of dissemination. A unique sampling procedure was used

to create the word recognition tests utilised in this project.

3. The adaptation of computer technology to assist in the preparation

of reading material should be of interest outside the project

area. In this case, stories dictated by children are printed out

by the computer and the vocabulary used in all dictated stories

is stored for each child in the computer's memory. For every

sixth, thirty-sixth, and seventy-second lesson the computer is

commanded to produce a random sample of words from past dictations

to be used for determining; reading groth. This command is issued

for each child in the program.

A Historical Account Of The Project Describing S:me. Of The Major Successes

And Failures Expdrienced

From the outset, the'project was accepted enthusiastically by

administrators, staff, pupils, and the community-at-large. Of course

during the first year of operation, the usual types of delays were experi-

enced for a program of this type. For example, excessive delays in getting

the building finished and the project started were extremely frustrating.

There were technical problems beyond the control of the project personnel

which precluded implementation of some of the objectives. The delays prompted

were not without benefit, however. They provided the director with an

opportunity to finish designing phase III of the DOVACK model and the

programmer time to write the computer program for it.
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The second year of project option found many of the "king.::" worked

out of the system. Teachers and vi..wients .w,:re. able to move forward in a

meaningful language experience re:tdin progie:m wiLh enthusiam. Local

interest continued high and inquirie:. (..tea in gre:.ter numbers than anti-

cipated from outside the projr:ct avert. In tYe technical area, however,'

'efforts to perfect the tole-proccfn:ing version had disappointing results.

Of particular signific:,,nee during the third year has been the recog-

nition achieved by DOVACK. Mrs. Flo W1,y bre: appeared before several groups

with national representation to tell the DO;ACK story. At the local

level, there has been a lack of time for the director to work with teachers

in DOVACK schools to exploit their interest to the mximum in this method

of teaching reading. This situation could have been avoided to a degree

had the contirmtion grant application been approved on time. A pre-school

workshop planned for teachers did not materialize because of the funding

delay.

The Extent To Which The Project Activities Will Be Continued After Title III

Funds Are Phased Out

Persons at all levels in the Jefferson County School District are

positive in their response regarding DOVAM There were expressions of

regret that local economic conditions prohibited not only a continuation

of the program but an expansion to the Adult Basic Education area as well.

The Project Director indicated that the Jefferson County Schools would

attempt to continue some part of DOVACK next year. The Project Director

estimated a 75% reduction in the project operation upon the termination

of ESEA, Title III funds on June 30, 1971. Jefferson County School District

administrators and supervisors were less encouraging than the Project Director.

in their discussions with members of the Evaluation Team.
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1970 - 1971

Since the DOVACK project closed shortly after the

1970-1971 evaluation by the team for ESEA Title III, there

was no chance to incorporate any of the recommendations into

the project.

However, this writer wishes to discuss the evaluation

report because of (1) the implications for future DOVACK

projects, (2) the implications for evaluating other original

programs in the future, (3) the basic philosophical differ-

ences between this writer and the evaluator concerning the

evaluation of an original program, and (4) the lack of under-

standing by the evaluator of some of the important facets of

The DOVACK System.

Weaknesses Listed Followed by the Director's Comments

"1. Lack of a formal and objective evaluation of the program."

This ckiticism reflects a lack of understanding by the

evaluator of.two things: (a) the purpose of field testing an

original program, and (b) the techniques for the evaluation

of DOVACK.

(a) The purpose of field testing an original program.

There are basic philosophical differences between evalua-

ting an original program and evaluating a conventional pro-

gram. The original program itself has to be evaluated accord-

ing to its own criteria during the field testing. It is only

after that, that enough variables can be controlled and
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remain uncontminated to make it worthwhile to include a con-

ventional research design in the comprehensive evaluation

design. (This subject is treated in some detail in the forth-

coming evaluation report.) Apparently, the confusion about

evaluation and the assumption of the synonomy of research and

evaluation is not uncomon among those who do not understand

the nature of original programs. In discussing the "....lack

of an evaluation theory...," Guba wrote:

"f. The impossibility of continuous refinement.
Perhaps the most damaging assertion that may be made
about the application of conventional experimental de-
sign to evaluation situations is that such application
conflicts with the principle that evaluation should
facilitate the continuous improvement of a program.
Experimental design prevents rather than promotes changes
in the treatments because as has been noted treatments
cannot be altered if the data about differences between
treatments are to be unequivocal. Thus, the treatment
must accomodate the evaluation design rather than vice
versa.

"It is probably unrealistic to expect directors of
innovative projects to accept these conditions. Obviously,
they cannot constrain a treatment to its original, un-
doubtedly imperfect, form just to ensure internally
valid end-of-year data. Rather, project directors must
use whatever evidence they can obtain continuously to
refine and sometimes radically to change both the design
and its implementation. Concepts of evaluation are
needed which would result in evaluations which would
stimulate rather than stifle dynamic development of pro-
grams. Clearly, equating evaluation methodology with re-
search methodology is absolutely destructive of this aim."
(Guba, Egon G. "The Failure of Educational Evaluation,"
Educational Technology, Volume 1X, Number I-, pages 29-38,
MiT-1969. p.

The reader is referred to Section II-C, B, 2, for this

writer's "Proposed Plan for Handling federal Support of

Original Programs."
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b. The techniques for the evaluation of DDV7CK.

The data that this writer collected on the DOVACR Random

Sample Vocabulary Recognition (DRSVR) Tests prove the efficacy

of this data-collecting technique for the pupil-criterion-

referenced tests and reports for use on a large scale. Now

that the technique has been field tested, it can be used at

low cost for collecting data on a large scale under normal

classroom conditions without disrupting classroom work.

The DRSVR Tests and the Reports have the advantage that

they can be used for both process and product evaluation. In

addition to being criterion-referenced, the Reports following

each DRSVR Test period contain current norms computer-compiled

for each group for each test period.

For a summary of the evaluation design, techniques for

evaluation, some of the results, and conclusions, the reader

is referred to Section II-C, B, 1, above, and to the Evalua-

tion Supple:net in the Attachment to Appendix B.

Now that DOVACK has been field tested, it is ready to

be subjected to a conventional research design within a

comprehensive evaluation design. This writer states as a

condition for accepting the results as valid and reliable

that she train the teachers who will use DOVACK. After all

the years that teachers have spent being trained in other

methods, it would seem that a brief workshop for using

DOVACK is not asking too much.
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"2. No data on per pupil projected for maximum utilization
of the program."

Again, there -is a lack of understanding of DOVACK - of

the options available in applications and in choice of equip-

ment, etc.

The reader is referred to Section II-C, B, 1, for a

discussion of "Evaluation of economic feasibility." (It had

been impossible to prepare this section before the visitation

because the collection of some of the data was incomplete.)

"3. Insufficient involvement of teachers whose children
participated in DOVACK.

This is a valid criticism of a real weakness in the pro-

gram. The criticism has been made by previous evaluatols.

The director is acutely aware of the problem.

The reader again is referred to Section II-C, B, 3, in

which the writer discusses philosophical isolation among the

project endeavors in which the anticipated results have not

measured up to expectations; and in which she proposes work-

shops and in:-service training for future projects. The

reader is also referred to Section II-C, B, 2.

"4. No comprehension skills instruction program."

Here, again, there are philosophical differences between

this writer and the evaluator.

After twenty-nine years of classroom teaching, this

writer went to great lengths to build into the design of

DOVACK the kind of comprehension learning that would avoid
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the dismal, dreary, conventional, workbook type of compre-

hension exercises for beginning readers, severely retarded

readers, and adult illiterates.

'he first major assumption in The DOVACK System is that

the pup.a has prior comprehension of the vocabulary and con-

tent of his dictations. This is one of the jobs of the

teacher, to see that his experience - whether real or vicar-

ious - becomes a part of his language experience, a part of

his comprehension, his understanding, before he dictates.

This controversial problem is treated in some detail

in the forthcoming evaluation report.

Certainly, this writer will concede that more data need

to be collected from different populations before definitive

conclusions can be drawn and before generalizations can be

inferred - either pro or con.

"5. Word recognition program is incomplete."

The director recognized that the word recognition pro-

gram was incomplete in its implementation in the field tests.

The basic approach to teaching word recognition will be re-

tained but in the future teachers will keep a check list to

make sure that no pupil in neglecting any part of it.

The reader is referred to Section II-C, B, 1, and to

the Evaluation Supplement in the Attachment to Appendix B

for evidence of the effectiveness of the DOVACK word recogni-

tion program in spite of the limitations in the field tests.

Because of the small samples and the atypical population,
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more data need to he collected before generalizations can be

made to other populations about the effectiveness of the

word recognition program.

"6. Questionable transfer policy between DOVACK and tradi-
tional reading materials."

Again, there is a lack of understanding of an important

facet of The DOVACK System, i.e. the use of composite stories

for transition materials.

In the evaluation report, the evaluator wrote, "Children

construct composite stories and study these along with their

own." Children do not construct their own composite stories.

The teachers and aides (and volunteer workers) write the com-

posite stories. The composite stories are third-person

narratives, standard English versions of the pupils' own

stories. Composite stories are presented to the pupils for

the followirg purposes: (1) so they can recognixe their own

words in a different context; (2) so they can know that there

are alternative means of communicating one's ideas; (3) so

that they can share their composite stories with peers; and

(4) so that, the composite stories can be used for transition

materials to published books.

The following quotations are pertinent.

"Standard English usage is introduced through composite
versions of the pupils' own stories. The child is told
that his stories in his dialect are fine, and that here
is simply another approach to the same material. The
composite stories also become transition materials to
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help prepare the pupils for published books. They are
encouraged to read published materials of their own
choosing as soon as possible." (Quoted from the narra-
tion at slides 35 and 36 for the slide talk on DOVACK
prepared by the American Institutes for Research for
inclusion in an audiovisual presentation at the 1970
White House Conference on Children.)

Under the heading "Alternate Forms of Communication,"
"The teacher and the aides write composite stories for
each pupil, using his own vocabulary. These composite
stories serve several purposes. They give each pupil a
chance to recognize his own vocabulary in a different
context. They give him a story to read about himself,
and, since they are frequently shared, about his peers.
In the composite stories, there is a subtle introduction
to standard usage, but the content is still based on
each pupil's own vocabulary. The pupils understand that
both ways of communicating are good - the non-standard
and the standard." (Way, 1970, p. 5)

Again, the reader is referred to Section II-C, B, 1, and

to the Evaluation Supplement in the Attachment to Appendix B.

And again, the writer concedes that more data need to be col-

lected on different populations before definitive conclu- .

sions can be drawn and before generalizations can be inferred.

Strengths Listed Followed by the Director's Comments

The director is pleased with the strengths listed in

the evaluation report. However, shy counts it as a grave

omission that four of the strong components of The DOVACK

System were not listed as strengths: (1) the totally differ-

entiated DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary Recognition (DRSVR)

Tests; (2) the pupil-criterion-referenced DOVACK Reports

which are used for both process evaluation and for product

evaluation; (3) the composite stories which serve so many

useful purposes (see above); and (4) the techniques for data
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collection that are unique to DOVACK that can be valuable for

use in interdisciplinary research and that can be collected

under normal conditions without interfering with the class-

room teaching.

:.
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Quotations from the Visitor's Register

The spontaneously written co: -nents of visiting

educators cannot be ignored. The following dated quota-

tions are taken from the comments in the Vh!itor's Reg-

ister,

5/14/69 "Excellent." (FSU Professor)

5/23/69 "The DOVACK operation is quite a fascinating

innovation. I'm eagerly awaiting the final evaluation so

that other schools and studenis may use the DOVACK Method."

(Atlanta teacher)

5/23/69 "This is truly a new innovation: Interest-

ing and intriguing. I would welcome an opportunity to

work in a program of this kind. Miss Stokes (the DOVACK

teacher at Howard), you are really way out - Thanks and I

shall return." (DeKalb County, Georgia, teacher)

.5/27/69 "High commendation should be given to the ad-

ministrative leadership which has made possible so valu-

able an innovation." (Professor of Education at Florida

A.& M)

6/2/69 "Excellent idea, should be expanded and begun

at an earlier age." (Tallahassee)

6/29/69 "Heaven:" (Atlanta teacher)

6/209 "Wonderful. Make full use and get more."

(Atlanta) -
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11/13/69 "....I find it valuable in as much as it

attacks the learning of reading from all of the senses."

(Washington, D. C. educator)

11/16/69 "Very Qxcited." (teacher in nearby coun-

ty)

11/16/69 "It's fabulous. Wish we had something

like this in our count :." (Supervisor in nearby county)

11/16/69 "I'm quite interested. Would like to know

more about it and observe regular class." (Educator,

Taylor County)

11/20/69 "Very motivational, we really could use such

as this:" (Supervisor in nearby county)

12/11/69 "I was impressed by evidence of independent

work, such as obtaining material and replacing it in the

proper place - Interesting." (Educational Consultant)

.12/20/69 "Very exciting and an interesting and new

approach to reading. Thank you. (Educator, reading

specialist; from Indiana)

.12/69 "This approach proves to be very effective in

context. Would be interesting to see how widespread the

idea will become." (Tallahassee)

1/9/70 "This has been a most educational experience

for the team of (6) FAMU Administrative Interns and grad-

uate assistants to observe what is so highly regarded as

an effective approach to reading skill development."

(Florida A.& M Professor Education)

1/9/70 "Seeing 'DOVACK' in operation, I am convinced
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of its usefulness and worth. To have read about it I

might not have been. I. wish for it universal acceptance."

(Graduate student in educational administration at Florida

A & r)

1/9/70 "My visit and observation of the 'DOVACK' pro-

ject center has been most helpful. Observing the pupils

and teachers in action were tremendous. I must commend you

for a job well done." (Administrator in a Georgia school

and a graduate student in educational administration at

Florida A & M)

1/9/70 "The visit was a very rewarding experience

for me. Through observations of classroom activities,

discussions with teachers and director, and viewing of the

film, I have become to understand better the DOVACK Model."

(Educator from a Florida county and a graduate student in

educational administration at Florida A & M University)

3/10/71 "Very exciting and new to me. Will discuss

this at Godby School. Hope to have the reading teacher to

visit."

14/10/71 "A very interesting project." (ESEA Title

III project director)

4/17/70 "Thank you for allowing me to share your

exciting reading." (Tennessee)

4/20/70 "I am enthralled with the limitless possi-

bilities." (Principal, Leesburg, Fla.)

4/24/70 "Terrific:" (Professor of Education, U. of F.)

4/28/70 "I am very much impressed with the center
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here." (Teacher, Jax)

4/28/70 "I'm so happy I came to visit and observe

this center, because my educational experiences have been

'enhanced a great deal." (Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "The class is based on the independence of

the child which is as good as any procedure." (Edward Waters

College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "I've really enjoyed every minute of it!"

(Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "Very impressed:" (Edward Waters College,

Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "Surprised:" (Edward Waters College,

Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "I am very impressed at the reading abilities

of these young pupils." (Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 I am very excited by the thing I have seen."

(Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "I am very impressed with the center."

(Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "We wish we were back in grade school."

(Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

4/28/70 "I am very much impressed with the reading

class here." (Edward Waters College, Jacksonville)

5/1/70 "I shall return." (Out-of-state supervisor)

5/14/70 "I was quite impressed with this reading

program and enjoyed my visit very much " (teacher

from Georgia)
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5/i /70 "It war; a pleasure meeting warm, friendly

teacher; and students who are a part of such a wonderful

progrm4:" (teacher from Georgia)

5/14/70 "I have enjoyed everything from the time I

entered the campus, but mostly the Reading Room. I do wide

I could have spent all day in the Reading room. Thank you

so very much for your time and cooperation. May God's

:rich blessing continue to be with you." (teacher from

Georgia)

10/2/70 "As a guidance counselor I feel this program

functions not only for the purpose designed and intended

but most important the individual learner's self-concept

is preserved and enhanced. With continued research I

would hope the program or a simular concept could be ex-
:.

panded to reach more levels in more communities."(Guidance

counselor, Jefferson County)

10/21/70 "Very impressive program. Interested in

seeing long range results." (TV news director)

10/4/70 "Children obviously enjoying program. Getting

a chance to use their imagination & confront a learning

situation without fear and with active enthusiasm. Fan-

tastic." (TV news dept.)

11/18/70 "A fascinating project of high value and

great potential. The teachers aides and clerical staff

are cooperating beautifully in developing the program. My

congratulations." (Educator-administrator, Fisk University)

11/3/70 "I am impressed from the observation I made.
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I really enjoyed listening to the children. They were

eager." (teacher, Lake CoUnty)

11/3/70 "The observation has been informative."

6

.(teacher, Lake County)

11/3/70 "Very impressive. Valuable." (teacher,

Lake County)

11/3/70 "Just hope we can epply many of the prin-

cipals used here. Send us any new information any time.

Thanks." '(educator, Lake County)

11/3/70 "Excellent - very informative. I enjoyed

the children - very good work habits." (educator, Lake

County)

11/3/70 "Concrete evidence of learning. Their work

habit are excellent." (edilcator, Lake County)

11/3/70 "Most enjoyable and informative." (edu-

cator, Lake County

11/3/70 "Very good. This was a learning experience

for me. Wish others could see it." (educator, Lake Co.)

11/3/70 "Enjoyed it so much. Thanks again."

(Principal, Lake County)

11/23/70 "As a parent, I. feel this is one of the

greatest programs I have ever witnessed." (Parent in

Jefferson County)

12/1/70 "Very impressed by what we saw and by the

students response - looking forward to learning more about

DOVACK. Congratulations to the teachers:"

1/29/71 "WOW" (Director of a reading laboratory
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in another county in Flor3da)

2/1/71 "Fascinating!' (Jefferson County educator)

2/1/71 "Great!!! Need more of this." (Jefferson

County educator)

2/3/71 "Seems very helpful!" (edue4-6or from near-

by county)

2/3/71 "Would love to have it in Taylor County."

(educator from nearby county)

3/17/71 "Impressive" (educator from.nearby county)

3/19/71 "A well-organized program." (educator from

nearby county)

3/19/71 "Wonderful!" (educator from nearby county)

3/18/71 "There seems to be evidence of pupil success."

(educator from nearby county)

3/18/71 "Interesting, a look into future education:"

(educator from nearby county)

3/18/71 "Very interesting approach." (educator from

nearby county)

3/18/71 "Interesting. I am anxious to learn more."

(educator from nearby county)

3/18/71 "Stimulating" (educator from nearby county)

3/18/71 "Very exciting:" (educator from nearby

county)

3/18/71 "Impressive" (educator from nearby county)

3/18/71 "Very impressive." (educator from nearby

county)

3/18/71 "Very exciting - has many possibilities."
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(Educator from nearby county)

4/6/71 "I think this is a good method to use, to

help the children with their reading problems." (edu-

.cation major at Edward Waters College in Duval County)

4/6/71 "This program is very inspiring and quite an

experience for one if you are not familiar with the DOVACK

program. Thank you for the'invitation." (education major

at Edward Waters College in Duval County)

4/6/71 "I feel like the DOVACK Program is a very good

one with well instructed teachers that are helping the

pupils in their learning, especially reading. The DOVACK

is very interesting and inspiring. It's just great in

general." (education major at Edward Waters College 5n

Duval County)

4/6/71 "I believe that the DOVACK Program is the best

thing that could happen in the field of Children's Edu-

cation(early). This program can really tell you what's

on a chiles mind." (education major at Edward Waters

College in Duval County)

-:4/6/71 "Our visit at this DOVACK Center has been

most inspiring and informing, and we are certain that

each experience gained will aid us as (future) elemen-

tary education teachers." (education major at Edward

Waters College in Duval County)

4/6/71 "The use of the DOVACK and Erictaphone was

very interesting. I think it helps the children learn

to read well and have fun at the same time. The instruct:xs
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were very nice." (educatjoll major at Edward Waters College

in Duval Count)

4/6/71 "The w:e of the DOVACK Reading Program here

in the school is very unique, and I feel the students will

grasp more from this method of individualizing instruction

of reading." (education major at Edward Waters College

in Duval County)

4/6/71 "The use of the Dictaphone is somewhat like a

portable teacher, there is nothing like it. And I'd like

to add, the method is so simple to learn from your own

material."

4/7/71 "Very good:" (A University Campus Coordinator

for Student Concern)

4/7/71 "Right On Please:::" (State Coordinator

for Student Concern)

4/22/71 "Really great. Why can't we expand this

idea to college level?" (Director of computer center of

a community college)

41/22/71 "Keep the program going so that our deplor-

able'national literacy level can finally be raised."

(Community College English teacher)

4/23/71 "Offers so much hope - not only for reading

but also for really meaningful communication:" (State

Student Concern staff member)
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Appendix B

The tables on the following five pages show the nuTbcv

of visitors and inquiries to the DOVACK project in Monti-

cello by year; by counties in Florida; by states; by terri-

tories and possessions; and by other countries.
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Florida Counties

Alachua

1968-1969

Visitorsjnmiries
1969-1970

Visitors
--6-

Incildriesylsitors
19

1970-1971_ _In-luiries- . ..-
21Y 1
4dford _

revard 1

il-lward 1
C: .; oun

Chclotte
_

cit. - 1
Clay

L___,1__.

_1_

Col li ey 2I_Collubia
__1_

Dade 4
DeSoto

__I

Dixie 7

24Duval 8 26
Escambia 1

FlaBler.

Franklin 1
Gadsden - 4
Gilchrist
Glades

-
.

Gulf
Huailton 1

Hardee
Hendry
Kernando
Xighlands
Billsborough I- ___2--_-.
Holmes

Indian River
-_-__

---.1.--------
Jackson
Lafayette
Lake

1

1 ___?.

_____

_JO

_2.0
-____1

2

Lee_
Leon 13 .31 -2-
'Levy

Liberty
Madison 1 1

17------
2

Manatee 1.

Marion
Martin
Monroe
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Florida Counties Cont.

1968-1969 .

Visitors Incuiries
1969-1970

Visitors Inviries
1970-1971

Vtors
i

inmivies.

2

Nassau
I

Okaloosa 1
Okeechobee

Orange
Osceola

3I

Palm Beach 1 1
Pasco
Pinellas 1 6
Polk 1

i

Putnam
__

St. Johns
Sr. Lucie.

Santa Rosa 1

Sarasota
Seminole
Sumter
Suwannee
Taylor 6 1 3 1

1Union
Volusia
Wakulla 1
Walton .

_-

Washington

Total 20 1 89 44 69 88
Number of

Counties
(Excludes

Jefferson)

4 1 15 18 5

__
15
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Stten

,

Alabama

.

1968-1969

Vi; Inquiries

1969-1970

Visitofs
.I.

Iuc,u rJ c't

-.1.--

1970-1971

Visitors Trcuirics
--6---

2

Alaska-

Arizona
Arkansan .

Caliiornia
Coloi------

9 1 9

2
Connecticut 1 2 1
Delaware
D of C
Florida
See counties)

Georoia

1 1 10

yoon

...1

20 1. V 4.4 69
6 1 _13 5

Dawaii

Idaho 1

Illinois 1

2 __,
Indiana 2 1

Iowa

Kansas 1 2
Kentucky
Louisiana , 3. 2

Maine 1

Mrtryland

Massachusetts

__---
3

2.__ 4
PichiLan J.

_2

1 2
Minnesota 2 5
Mississippi
Missouri

1

1 2
Montana 1

Nebraska ,

Nevada

lieu. FP:MEW:Ye
New Jersey
New Me:.:ico

2

2

1

5

1
New York

..J.

6 .5
North Carolina 5
North Dakota .

Ohio
2,.... 3

Oklahoma
Oreun
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

,3 4

South Carolina ,-- 6.

1South Dakota
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State(' Cont

1958-3.49,

Visitors In.fair.;

----- -----
.1969-1970

V.; s tOS

------- -- ..... ...---
3.970971

wisi 0. Tno,.;
Tennassve 4

Texas
Utah
Vermont 2

5

5
Wisconsin.

a 9:n.121EL_

Total 28 3 103 99 4 224
Nunther of

States 3 3 7 28 5 41

Territories and Possc.ssions

American
Samoa
Gua.:.1

Puerto Rico

1968-1969

Visitors Inquiries
19:9-1970

Vjsitors XI-twirler.

197

Vifi.o..:
,

. 1

Virgin
Islands

Total 0 0 1 0
Number of

Territories &
Possessions 0 0 --- 1 0

-3971
rt,,, ; pc:

2

1

5

4
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COUntrieS

__ _________._,.- __..______....._ _ ____ ..____..

Aust.:rat; a

Cr. :Lea
Chile

Pc:ra
no,cania
Turk

Tot:al
Nuntb or of

Countrien

1

196:1-19'59

Virlitors

1 0

1 0

1

1

1969-1970 1970.-1971
Tp:1-o7.7-.1 es i ;.1:01S ..1:11.0..1!

6

4

4 0

9

4
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Personal Appearance Dissemination
Activities by the Director

(This does not include presentations to groups that came to
Monticello to visit the project; nor many of the small in-
formal presentations.)

1968

11/11 ff Tallahassee. Participated in WFSU-FM radio
series, including unrehearsed classroom les-
son on Negroes in American History, taught
by the director.

12/16 Monticello. Spoke to Howard School Faculty
luncheon meeting. Film. Question and Answer
period.

1969

3/25 Tallahassee. Spoke to VIM (Control Data
6000 series users) group. Q&A

4/8-4/12 Santiago, Chile. CAVISAT Conference, Toward
a University Satellite Network. Subject of
director's presentation, "Technology in the
Service of Literacy Programs." Film. Q&A.
(All expenses paid by conference.)

4/30 Monticello. Spoke to Howard School PTA.
Film. Q&A.

5/15 Monticello. Spoke to Mamie B. Scott faculty.
Film. Q&A.

10/12-10/15 Notre Dame. EDUCOM Fall Council. Spoke at
luncheon meeting. Film. Q&A. (Expenses
paid by EDUCOM.)

10/23 Tallahassee. Spoke to Statistics Seminar for
graduate students, FSU. Film, transparencies,
data. Q&A.

12/2-12/3 Moffett Field, California. NASA Hearing.
The director made an informal presentation
with the film and had informal discussion
afterwards during second day of conference.
(Expenses paid by Florida State Department
of Education, ESEA Title III.)

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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1970

1/23 Gainesville. Kimball Wiles Memorial Con-
ference. Two "Promising Practices" pre-
sentations to two different audiences. Filu,
transparencies. Q&A.

2/2 Tallahassee. Spoke to Continuing Education
group at FSU.

2/9 Tallahassee. Spoke to Graduate Seminar in
Speech Department, FSU. Film, transparen-
cies. (?&A.

5/18-5/20 Atlantic City. Spring Joint of AFIPS.
(Spring Joint Computer Conference sponsored
by the American Federation of Information
Processing Societies). Presentation to spe-
cial group on 5/19: film, slide talk, trans-
parencies, followed by panel discussion.
(Expenses paid by AFIPS.)

5/26 Tallahassee. Spoke to Mental Health Clinic
staff. Film, slide talk. NA.

6/13-6/17 Daytona Beach. Southern States Work Confer-
ence. Presentation to Committee on "Barriers
to Innovation." Had exhibit. (Expenses paid
by Florida State Department of Education,
ESEA Title III.)

6/24 Tallahassee. Spoke to Brazilian Space Agency
students, FSU. Film, slide talk, transpar-
encies. (AA. (Professor and graduate student
did not stay for presentation.)

6/23-6/26 Miami Beach. ESEA Title III Diffusion Work-
shop. Had table display for DOVACK. (Expenses
paid by Florida State Department of Education,
ESEA Title III.)

7/15 Tallahassee. Seventh Annual Reading Conference,
FSU. Reactor on panel.

8/13 Tallahassee. Spoke to conference Calculus and
thg_gopmer, FSU Summer Institute, sponsored
by NSF. Photo display. (AA.
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1970

11/13 Washington, D. C. NASA Review (Monitored
by Ames Research Center, Advanced Concepts
Division). Observer, not participant. Also
saw ESEA Title III people at USOE. (Expenses
paid by project money.)

12/7 Jacksonville. Spoke to personnel of Project
FULFILL and their guests. (Project money.)

1971

1/27 Tallahassee. Small group of teachers and
pupils, Leon High School. Film. Q&A.

1/28 Tallahassee. Spoke to group from Information
Systems, Florida State Department of Educa-
tion. Film. Q&A.

1/28 Tallahassee. Spoke to group from Division of
Elementary and Secondary Education and others
in State Department of Education. Film.

2/17 Tallahassee. Spoke to Bureau Chief, Planning
and Coordination; representative from Adult
Education, etc. Film, slide talk. Q&A.

3/10 Monticello. Talked with small group at home
of Mrs. Tom Bird, Civic Leader. Slide talk.
Q&A.

4/14 Washington, D. C. Presentation to about 30
from USOE, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau
of Prisons. Arranged by Dr. Hinze. Film,
slide talk, transparencies. (Expenses paid
by Florida State Department of Education,
ESEA Title III.)

4/27-4/28 Atlanta. Seminar on Reading in the 70s.
(Expenses paid by Florida State Department
of Education, ESEA Title III.)
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1971

2/25 Tallahassee. Spoke to Leon County Reading
Council. Film, slide talk. NA.

3/9 Tallahassee. Spoke to Early Childhood Educa-
tion Class, FSU. (Invited by graduate student.)
Film, slide talk. NA.

3/21 Tallahassee. Spoke to Advanced Sunday School
Class, Trinity Methodist Church (adults).
Film, slide talk. NA.

3/24-3/25 Gainesville. Governor's Invitational Conference
on Post-Secondary Educational Opportunities for
the Disadvantaged. Small group presentations
three times, voluntary attendance. Film, slide
talk. NA.

3/31 Tallahassee. Spoke to Kate Sullivan School
Faculty. Film, slide talk.

4/1 Tallahassee. .Presentation after luncheon
meeting with Director of FSU's Computing Cen-
ter, Vice President of Control Data Corp.
(from Minneapolis) and others from Control Data.
Film, slide talk. NA.

4/3 Tallahassee. Two presentations to groups at
an FSU conference. Voluntary attendance.

4/5 Tallahassee. Presentation at breakfast meet-
ing. Film, slide talk. NA.

.
.

4/5 Tallahassee. Spoke to Adult Basic Education
Institute. Film, slide talk. Q&A.

4/19 Tallahassee. The director was interviewed by
Linda Kay of Channel 6. Interview was video-
taped for later showing on TV Morning Show.

4/20 Tallahassee. Spoke to Student Concern staff
at Alga Ilope's office. Film, slide talk.
NA.
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1971

5/4 Tallahassee. Spoke to education class at
FSU. (Invited by graduate student.) Film,
slide talk. Q&A.

5/11 Tallahassee. Spoke to class, "The Disadvan-
taged Child," at FSU. Film, slide talk. Q&A.
(Professor was not th,lre. Graduate Assistant
was there.)
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DOVACi*:

Chaan, Pnth, Do:., the Chres in DOVLCT:,"
Schools, Vol. 32, No. 2 (p, 20-25) illus. l('60

NCEC (PaL:lonl Center for Educational Cu:Inunica)on),
Prccza,os Ch:;.jiwoo:1 Cz.t No.
5.220:20141i U. ()Mee, WafAli:.:Lon,
D. C. , 20202 (20 c.,:nts). (Noce: S5:Ice this boo!JeL
prepared by th:: InF.ti::-.utes for thc:
per pbpil coF:t c!uoted ha5., boo' drastically rc(lucve.%)

Paisley, Clifton, "Thr. One What Drinkinq Vatter Is The Sister....,"
Rescach in_R,2.view (Clifton Paisley, Ed.) Ylc.rieta State
University, Ta4assee, 32301, illus. Nove)lber 1970.

Way, Flo, TheDOVCI:...Syem (a1.111 ht.:: 18 min 16 mm narxated).
Available Oh Joan ::.rom: Area AV Con ter, Box t99, Monti- .

cello, Florida, 32344.

Way, rloxine L. The powIcK MethodforTeacMnr.LRe?)0.in( .(Un
published. 24 pages.) 1966. (flo::(.,: The material in this
paper is includeza in subsequent papers that were published.)

Way, Fjorine L. Teachinu illitere Prison 711.tes vith th:1
Individual Proil DcLaon ana Testang with
imapcion lor
FWurc,_Voca5vie-cy AnEvaluation. (unpuSlished,
48 pages). 196:). (Note: This is a report on the
evaluation pilot study that preceded the experimental
work in a federal prison during which the writer designed
and developed DOVAM)

Way, Florine L. "The DOVACK Model," EDUCOM Bulletin Vol. 4,
No. 5, (pages 5 6) October 1969.

Way, Florine L. "The 'Language Experience' Approach in Teaching
Reading - Computerixed," Comuters_and. A mutoation, Vol.
19, No. 9 (p. 28 -31) September 1970. (An abstra ct of
this article appears in LanguasleandLanquagcBehavior
Abstracts, Vol. V, No. 1 (Entry E00253, p. 530-531)
January 1971.

Wills, Martee, "DOVACR's Machines Help Children Read, " AMERICAN
Education, Vol. 7, No. 5(p. 3-8) illus. June 1971.
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As the final draft is being typed, two more references

are added.

Way, Flo. The DOVACK System, Tallahassee, Florida, 1972.
(Note: This brochure was prepared for E4/ fair '72
to be distributed from the DOVACK exhibit. The IJOF
paid for printing the brochure.

Way, Flo. "Evaluation Supplement to the Brochure Prepared
for ED/fair '72 on The DOVACK System." Tallahassee,
Florida, 1972. (Note: ESEA Title III paid for Xerox-
ing this supplement.)

The reader is referred to the Attachment to Appendix

B for copies of these materials.
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Brochure Prepared for ED/fair '72

on
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by

Flo Way
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Acknowledgments 2
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(3) Hard data on each pupil's Rate of Learning to
recognize his own vocabulary 9

(4) Data on estimated readability levels
of dictations 12

(5) Hard data on Vocabulary Usage 5
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DOVACK References 17
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Photo,:faphs TTLAis achievinr, the object.yes stated for thro arc-
coatained pul,lished literature (r.'ee DC)VAC;; Refcroncos); ard are
also available f.or insocction at the DOVACK boo

GO Va,:d 0-3 o from Ftandardized test::

Standardized tests se1ecte-.1 by the county and adrinistered in the
county-wide testing progran were used for the analysis:
California's Colo.prohensiye 5(!sts Of Italic Skills (CTPS), Level 2,
1968, for the internediato grades; Californja Achievemont Tests
(C)T), Lower Primary, 1963, for the first grade.

All tests in the bntteries wore analyzed beevunn The DOVACK Fystem
is a unified approac-h to teaching, not just a van of teaching
readnc. -- important as that is. Wor example, it :.s necessary for
the pupils to lc,arn many 'oath concepts and s!:ills in order to
nanipulate the c9uirilent and materials for their independent sLudy.)
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From eleven su::,nary t:.11_0 (s for puils crzlcis 5, 6, and 7, OD
all tests o.1 CI;S, there 1,,_re ver}, fea sL71Listica11y significant
differences between gr0u,,-,s and the Control grovs or
bete:-,-1 the DOVACI. cfrolp:4 and th(, 3-,eween thc; Co: tIol
groiTs and thn 3zesiclue. The cy::eptionq arc Doted

In Czade 5, 1968 1969: The ine-tcnnent__ fo) the Co!ttol wa!:,

higher than the inerel3ent for the Dr,)Vni: group in F'pelling at the
.05 level of stFitistical sionificanc. In tha sov.e grade, the
Res:idu:., was higher than the DOVn!: group on S4% :13 (.001) an's
on Language ToLal (.05). (Note: This proved to 1):: excellent for
proce:.:.s Nceelless to say, this e7burra:ising revolFt-ion
ha :l a slutz.,ry effec::; and the techniques For in Sp:_lling
with 1.)OW..(1; inf,rovkd.)

In GraOe 6, 1969-1970: The increment for the Control group v7;::
highey than the increment for the DOVACA grou2 in 1,angvage Total
at the .025 level o-F statisticn1 signi-acinee. (Note: !'hi; is
'traceable to theTirnguage Mechanics test.)
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the p,otest

Fin4t G.Lade

In Grad,1 1, 1970-197), the school principal randomly assigned
all of the first grade pupils by race and so to seven classeF.,
and then randcmly assigned a teachei: to each class. ForLumately,
of the two teachers who al:e considerc.6 by a number of kno0,-dgahle
people to hc "the host," One was randomly z.ssigned to a cic:,s that
had DOVACY and the other to a class that bece a Control class.

The pupils fro; a four :I:lasses spont an average of about tventy-five
minutes a day in the I)OVACK classroom. T1i pupils from three
classes had no DOVACi: treatment and are called the Control classes.

No pretest: ;ere The ChT tesLs were aeojnisLored in the
fIrXri2,r by one team of teachers to al) of the classes. The first
grade tests are considered somewhat more valid and reliable than



the i3IL(22-.1:, tc,Ls -for tho 2C01". flthoutil, to
1.7)1,0.1o1 in Jo.,7,irson Cou,-!:v anC,

LE,ts aco (ii" 1"i
to fvo-:- hy thf. r;-p;26
OVCY yno 11?:vo b:nr. taus-h at 1ru:-:(fe' c.vorL;eyoco

fac:t trra

had a rl-ch to
te:;t 6eric3 ts3 th-,t err ctlEract,lc of such ro,-,u1aLion:-. L

ty naob tho crae.

(-,o L Lc- jdnntifv- so3r.wit thc;L
fc.t,,r..yvY-:t of th TY:ocr,!3, al:0 plan fo'.- fu:tuo c POVLC;:,

invecticIaLion, thir; Ivritcr con!.1e.cica
cro::Q ti,ThsL cno%h 'Lc) crrrdic apprt-j1.1.2

11-;:d tc;ca:f;y an0 ficqm:s. .:Incido, by
Aralys flulL!,p1-'

Faso pz,y- ccrit anC. :1..%rc-s by Yac-.L' aYi
w.;tiLT.:t tho sc.= cic,:ssa5 folz cEch 0;:v5ourly,

CJO:1 Lo TyL to p.-..son!: a cor.dr:herive suvy
of t1 .s LY3c.f bro:-hure

VseY;.i va,-1L ir D5VhCt c"(-1amon t1i ConLKol as )c-icon P:1VAC,. ant Controi
clasf-:es. tcachs,
or c:pi:ricLco, porsolitiL,s, and tov.ching vtyles.

1.a.tional YK)TL, of the UT test battery & thc of tostincj i2a1;
1.8.

In lion of a colr,prohonsive styy, this wrjor thonght. it miOt ho
of interost to et.z.ct thQ highe K2an scons from tho scricn
Class on each of the ChT tests. each score in perenthoscs

D or a C indicato wheLher than r,'Darn score was achjcvL:d by a
DOVACK grov or by a Control group. Unles inclicated, t)i c! dif::cronec
btwoon the to hig1K.Ist scores is not statisLically significaa.t.

Vocabulz-'ry: 1.9 1) 1.8 1)

Reading Cm2.::ehension: 1.6 D 1.4 C
Reading Tofrl: 1.9 1) 1.8 1)

Mechanics of Rnglish: 2.2 P 2.2 C
Spelling: 3.4 P 2.1 C. (.0!"))
Languaga Tote): 2.6 D 2.1 1) 2.1 C (.05)
Arithm,:tic Fvndam-!ntals: 2.1 D 1.9 1) 1.9 C

reanoning: 1.9 D 1.7 C
Arithmetic Total: 2.0 1) 1.7 D 1.7 C
Lattory 2.1 1) 1.8 P 1.8 C (.05)

8



The 11--,n of 3.4 in Spellin'T for one o the DWA(.22;'
was heher a:. the .05 lr-A-c2I of thn the pearl score
in S';)e3liny for each of the sln classe, both 1-)OVOi7. ano
Control; includinc one 1)OV1,C.; class which bad thc r-.2an
score in

The mean score o 2.6 in Lenqu:1(jc Totl 27or ona of thl, DOW,C1:
was higher at the .05 level of statistical significanc:, than th:
v.:,,an score in Lan:luage Total for each of the othe;_ c3as2.:
both DOVACK an Control, Inc1. uii.nc one DavACI: class whic h::,3 the
lowest. 1.:2n score in Languag:2, Total.

It can be noted elovo that the cla::s that aohiew'd the hicl=t
SCO2CS on every te L (except in Eochanics of 1:1,c)lish in vhieh it
tied rit n Contyol c3ass) was a D'=1: class. rcne identimi
second highest sce-,-c was achieved on four tests by both a D:WACA
class an/1 a Cont-f1. c3ss. On three tests, a Control class
received the soco..:d highest: ro.an score. The mean scores on th?:eo
tests were different at a statistically significallt level with
the direction in favor' of a DOVACX clas:, on each test.

311 the high:2st scoring first :adc cic-ss, a DOVACJ: class, the only
ona of the mean scores that was below the national norm vas in
Reading ComIri-ehension. This SOOr:!5 ironic e::ecpi. when or xrs
that the standardized reading tests are cenerally considered to be
based on the basal reader type of teach;ng rending and arc
presuably design&i for a typical population. Even so, this
highest score inYeading Comprehension was achieved by a DDVAC): class.

It night be argued that the Ilawthorne effect nay have influenced
the pupils in the DOVACK class that had the highest rean scores.
if this is true, then why didn't the Pal:thorn effc.:ct influenc the
pupils in all of the DOVACI: classes? Inspection of the conlete
tables which are included in the full evaluation report reveals that
some of the lowest mr!an scores wore made by DOVACK classes as wel l
as by Control classes.

included in the full evaluation report, a table of selected
characteristics of the teachers enables the reader to mho subjective
speculations about the possible effect of those variall.-?.s that were
rot controlled sIatistically.

( 3 ) cla..7.1.1_1-,.e.r; f. t9.2L bee ru ng_to_recor:nii.zo_ s
own vocabulary

The DOVACY Random Sample Vocabulary Recocfnition (DRSVR) Tests are
administered for the purpose of testing each pupil's ability to

9



"C' Vr117"47 4 h4 N't:-.-;-1",r 1 t v .r?
f h (:(.2F Lof."e. IDLY' ._

he 11,:s dicLateci.

Evcry aay!1, eLch popi l c a IMSVI: Tr.!:;t. ThL
seore on these to L: for c;Ich pu711 a-:d for each c1 .ss
obtained for the ye:-r. CmIllaLive DhrV1 To ?are also oiwn
to each DOV2X1: pu],i1 in (;at'.; 2, 4, 5, an0 6 on his cy.,--1
vocalJuloy at 36 days, at 72 dam, anfl at )02 day. Class
mans for gre(Tles, 2, 4, 5, and G rr c. cbUaincd foK each
test.

The DiF,VR TLsts aro coi'..i:-cm- i1c-'c ad co:::mLey-pr.int,C, for
each n;):-.5.1; arld they can be aerinistera by each pu:_,53 to
Thc-;se clta are unique to DOW,ff. Thy are the nlost

collected during tht.: prct. Ths wrjtor thr,

DRWR 12"tra (1.:::dgnee the puoll-c)7itc:rion-roferencecl ri,orts
thi,L follow the tests. Tha forixaly for the s,:pling tcchAJ .r Lo
obtain the Ust wores wan Oesiceci to yie3C. a:1,unbiased estirnotr.
of the nunber of 1):!;7 worOs b7 each punil per class pc!1-1
with a statt precicion. (Note: hr. LI:zSVIt reest.s anTi th2 pnpil-
criterefeleilced Pepo.:ts an-! uscrl. J().17 bot.h process an,1 prue':Ict.
evaluation.) Si>fty-six tables ald fiurs have been p:,:epared to
pre:,eilL the clata in the full evaluatic.n reporc. that:. is being written.

For each of the DRWR Tests (6-day, 3(-day, 72-0ay, and 302-day),
the Wilco;:on Rank Sun Test was used to test the differences in
perforJ:lanee. due to sex. For each tost, cur) atie per cont tah3os
and figures for each class wore rado to ;how th Rate of Learning
per class period by race and sex.

It is obviously impossible, in this brochure sup:)lment, to smarizc
all of the data. Results fron two diffrerent grade levels will he
extracted.

For tho unbiased estimate of the nmilber of words from his total.
U st that each pupil would be expected to recognize in isolation
if he were tested on the total list, the reader ray multiply each
reported number of words Learned per class period by the nut. hen of
class periods in the test period. (In this supplement, only the
class means and the high(Ist. individual scores are reporLed.)

Grade 2

In Grade 2, 3969-1970, (13 black males, 10 black females) , differences
in performance clue to sex wore statistically significant at the
.05 level on the roan of the 6-day DRSVR Tests and on the 10C-day

3.0



the djrccjon ir of t_h_ .F.fl: :lc s on hc,t_h
tc.sts. no t:atjst.ic:,11y eLt7.1:
r-ITOKIC2 th:f3:)-d;'y ),7:.=?; Test on Ihe 7a-e,-y
DI1S-V-R

In (--;ree 2, ).;-1970: 01 cho 1)-11Jq the 1'1);a-L,'
estie of t Ilean Rat:o of Lea::n11-.,,:. naw votd: per c1F1-s
rYri(,.; for t!-'2_ class vaF: 4 r,-:" 0:

irCiiCual r,;_n
c.; (artir,7:-Ct by a b)ac3- the 36-c:av MWR 14e,t, tho

of tha Le,rn Rate 0; beaa,,ing pc-c
fox va:-1 ane: the un',)?;.s:Id etixato of t' 1-1g-,10!-A in
divideil oF harnin par class :0:nice! 7 (achieN,ed by a
b1P61 Yale), On th': 72-Cey Tesi:, the unDiased (1!:;t1;lte of
the reen .):ate of Lcarning 1):1: class );_-1-:Lod for the class was 6
ane the unbi,s6,d es,-.iro of hj:ihest indiviellal Rate of
L2arning per class pe'Aod vas 14 (blao male) . On thc;
DRWR .J2st, maan 10 and the highest vas 21.(black
female). This ri:Ja-ns en the 6-dcy 1)1-:VR Tests, the 11:1biased
estiate of the class of 0,a nuillbor of words loarnrd
(luring tho test peiod was 24 end the unbiis ostiht,tLe Of the
hifibest nur.b.:r of vords learned by an indiv,;_dlwa durir,r.:; the
test_ pexiod was 54. On 36-Oz-y Test, tho unh:;ased ostfirite
of the class mean of the total nur,her of words learned duriug
tli -' test period was 108 and the unbiased estAmatc of the highest
nu.,!ber of wards learned by individual was 252. On the 72-day
DEcwR Test, the class nean vac 432 and the highest individual
number was 1003. On the 108-c1ey DREWR Test, tha class moan was
1080 and the highest individual number was 2268.

In Grade 6, 1969-1970, (19 black moles, 8 black fel,mles),
differences in' performance due to sex were not statisticall
significant on any of the tests.

Grade 6, 19691970: On the 6-day DRSVR Tests, the unbiased
estimate of the mean Rate of Learning new wofds per class peliod
for the class was 8 and the unbiased estimate of the highest
indivjdual it an Rate o Learning per class period was 14 (achieved
by a black male and by a Mack female) . On the 3G-day DRSVR Tot,
the unbiased ostimaLe of the mean Rate of Learning per class periat
for the class was 7 and the unbiased estimate of the highest
individual Rat:, of Learning per class period was 15 (achieved by a
black male and by a black ferale). On the 72-day DRSVR Test, the
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It i , inL.cstn.c to noe this group of s-h
reached their peak performance on the _72-day DRF:VsL.

(4) Data on entimated readahiltv levels of dictat:.io)s

Fry's fornula was used to obtain eftirates oC th:. readability 3c,vols
of the dicLations. A mean readability level of third grade was
found for th e. following grades: Grade 5 in 1968-1969; Grades 2,
4, 5, and 6 in 1969-1970; Grades 1 and 6 in 1970-1971. A titan
readability level of fourth grade was found for Grath! 6 in i968-
1969 and for Grade 5 in 1970-1971. A roan readability level of
fifth grade was found for Grade 7 in 1968-1969.

One variable that possibly accounts for the differences in
estimates of readability levels is the kind of population from
which the data were derived. For example, the pupils in 1968-
1969 were chosen for both DOVACK groups and Control. groups on
the basis of th ratio of difference between their reading
scores and their IQ scores; the pupils in 1969-1970 were cho:,en
on the basis of their low scores on a standarized reading test;
the first grade classes in 1970-1971 wore heterogeneously divided,
randomly assigned by race and sex; the fifth and sixth grade pupils
in 1970-1971 were chosen on the basis of low scores on a stand-
ardized reading test.
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Another variable that is possibly relevant is the grade level
of the pupils, although this writer believes that this handicap
can be overcome. It seems evident that the teachers in the
intermediate grades need to spend more time with pupils on
developing both real and vicarious experiences that will help
the pupils extend their vocabularies and learn to express themselves
orally in more sophisticated sentences. More extensive use of
composite stories should be useful in these efforts.

(5) Hard data on Vocabulary Usage

A data structure has been devised so that all of the words
that the pupils dictated can be printed out by number of users,
frequency of use, by grade, race, and sex.

When money is available, these data will be compared with
recently published similar data derived from conventional texts
and trade books.
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Conclusions

Evaluation of the effectiveness of The DOVACK System in
achieving the educational objectives stated for it were con-
ducted in five area: ;. Two sets of conclusions are included
in this supplement, extracted fro+l the conclusions prevented
in the full evaluation report. The conclusions presented
in this supplement are (A) Five areas of evaluation, and
( 3) Adoption of The DOVACK System.

(A) Five areas of evaluation

(1) The soft data from subjective judgent and observation
of pupils, parents, aides, professional educators, and
professional evaluators are overwhelmingly favor able to Te
DOVACK System. Written documents supporting these evalueLions
include comments in the Visitors Register; brochure, booklet,
and listing by the American institutes for Research; articles
by visiting authors; and written evaluations by professional
evaluators for. ESEA Title III. Film and photoaral)hic
evidence are available.

(2) No definitive general conclusions can be infeer:red from
the standardized test data because of the small sarple sizes,
the experimental field-testing situation, the atypicality of
the population, the probable inappropriateness of some of the
standardized tests especially on the intermediate level; and
the impossibility of controlling certain crucial variables.

However, it can he concluded that a population tha;: is
mainly rural, black, and disadvantaged, with dialectical and
cultural differences, from a county that has been federally
designated "poverty-level" need not necessarily be the popula-
tion that scores below the national norm on standardized tests.

There is implied evidence that the way the DOVACK composite
stories are used in The DOVACK System is effective in teaching
standard English for alternative and situational usage; and
in helping to make the transition from DOVACK to conventional
reading materials.

(3) By their performance on the DOVACK Random Sample Vocabulary
Recognition (DRSVR) Tests, pupils proved that they can learn to
recoanize in isolation the words that they have dictated in
context.
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There is J.mplied evieenco that the POVAt: way of tea;hil.(! sktll
for io-d ai-tach and woTd reconition is eflectIva.

PerforPanee in learning to rocognzo is not nee:Isa-ril
to sex when the wotd:,., wore dictatod in context by the_ pupils
themselves.

The DOVPCK Systell can be used oZfeetively in teaching first gfae
pupils who are groui)ed heter)cioneo)tsly.

(4) The r,adobility level of instructional mate...ials for a
first-grad,:f population that is mainlv rural, black, and dis-
adwntagc.', with dialectical and cultural differences, frolo, a
coun.:y th"t has boon federally desionaed "poverty-level" need
not necessarily be eor.Finod to first-grade level when he
instructional materials for those punils are produced by th'
pupils themselves in The DOVACK Syst,ri.

There is irplicd evidence, that teachers in the intermediate
grades :iced to spend much with pupils who are severely
retarded in reading in order to help their, epand their experiences -both real and vicarious - to help the pupils cxLend their
vocabularies and to develop their ability to express themselves
orally.

(5) When the pupils order and dictate their own instructional
materials, they do not necessarily use the words that are on their
grade level in the conventional trade hooks and text books. This
needs further investigation by comparing the dictated words from
the projecL populations with the most recent categorized word lists
of published materials.

(B) Adoption of The DOVACK System

(1) It is necessary for the teachers and aides who will
use The DOVACK System to participate in workshops conducted by this
writer and/or by teacher-consultants who have successfully
us,2d The DOVACY System under the direction of this writer.

(2) Good teachers, with DOVACK workshop experience, and with
appropriate suport (administrative/equipment/services) who make
appropriate use of The DOVACH System, should be able to overcome
many of the problems that plague educators in teaching standard
English; in teaching initial and remedial reading; and in unifyftng
the te,ching of content with the language arts.

15



(3) In order to e::opt The DOVACK System, an,' hav It

work successfully, there can ba a real3ocation of resourceS:

(a) DOWCY workshops can be conducted for the teachers and aids

who are already in the scool system. (b) Since the co2Tuter

work for DOVACK is indepe;:der,t of class ti m:, the computer nor--

vices can be performed any Lire, day or night. The sam.l. computer

facilities and services can be used for different populations In

different locations. (c) Eguipnt (i.e. dictation machines,
input/output machines) can be used Curing the day for public

school pupils and for administrati.ve purposes; and can be u:3ed in

the evening for adult illiterates. (d) A special purpose

reallocation of resources might be for teaching illiterate prison

1. -. .s. There, literate inmates can serve as aides.

(4) The DOVACK System, when appropriately used or a large scale

over a long period of time, should produce cost-effective results.
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